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Abstract
The software industry has long used a proprietary approach (i.e. where a firm 
keeps its software source code protected from public). Open Source Software 
(OSS), which emerged as an alternative to the proprietary software, has seen 
a steady growth in the last decade. OSS is developed predominantly by 
volunteer developers participating in collaborative projects. The developers 
are the driving force behind OSS. It is therefore important for any firm 
engaged in OSS, to find out what motivates the developers to participate in 
OSS projects. Some pervious literature refers to the OSS community as a 
social movement. If so, this poses a challenge to firms, as a social movement 
consists of collective actions by its members, i.e. developers of OSS.
The purpose of this study was to identify the motivations of OSS developers 
using a qualitative interview approach. The results were further analysed 
using existing social science theories, to determine whether the contribution of 
developers display aspects of volunteer participation in a social movement. 
Purposeful selection method was used to define the sample for the study, 
from an OSS development project from called Axis C++. The developers 
displayed a wide range of extrinsic motivations; however the intrinsic 
motivations seemed to be stronger as they were shared by many developers. 
Developers were committed to develop better software and maintain its 
quality and enjoyed writing software programs. A few developers seemed to 
be motivated by the opportunity to develop their reputation by participating in 
OSS projects. Some developers were motivated by the ability to develop their 
technical and personal skills by participating in an OSS project. This 
behaviour was associated with the belief that it would bring future career 
benefits. A significant finding is that the developers were motivated to protect 
software freedom (i.e. preserve the idea of open source), and to that end take 
action against proprietary software monopolies. The analysis revealed that the 
OSS community as displaying aspects of social movement participation. 
Overall the study highlighted a number of opportunities and threats to firms 
arising from the motivations of OSS developers.
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1.0 Introduction
Open Source Software (OSS) has come a long way after a rather low profile start a few 
decades ago. The success of Linux (an open source operating system) has contributed 
immensely to the attention open source has gained, when setting up future corporate 
ICT (Information Communication Technology) strategies. It is predicted that the global 
Linux market will exceed £18 billion ($35 Billion) in 2008. By this time, revenues from 
other packaged open source software are expected to reach £7.5 billion ($14 Billion). 
(IDC, 2004, p.5)
Figure 1.1
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Investment in open source by large enterprises has risen sharply during the last decade. 
How firms appropriate returns from OSS is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
Better functionality and reliability are described as main gains OSS for end users and 
firms (Raymond, 2001). Further evidence on the reliability of open source tools over 
proprietary systems have been presented by other researchers including Miller et al 
(1995, p.22). Many OSS observers mention the speed of development as a clear 
advantage that OSS firms (or firms deploying OSS) have over their proprietary software 
rivals. Major global corporations including IBM have formulated strategies heavily 
dependent on open source software. Their current investments in OSS already run into 
billions of dollars (Moody, 2002, p.222, p.290). IBM’s open source effort focuses 
mainly on undercutting rival Microsoft rather than just maintaining a positive cash flow.
OSS has been given strategic importance in a number of other industries. An example is 
the consumer is the formation of Consumer Electronics Linux Forum (CELF) by Sony 
and Matsushita. CELF is a joint effort of businesses, consumers and developers to 
discuss and formalize the requirements for extensions on open source Linux, in order to 
meet the needs of consumer electronics products such as audio/visual equipment and 
cellular phones.(CELF, 2005) OSS has forced governments to rethink their ICT 
strategies, due to its philosophy and economic benefits. (Stoltz, 1999) The UK 
government endorses and encourages the use of OSS in public institutions including the 
higher education sector. (OGC, 2002) An open source advisory service called the OSS 
Watch (funded by the Joint Information Select Committee (JISC)) has been set up by 
the UK government to provide unbiased advice and guidance about open source 
software for further education institutions and higher education institutions. It is often 
mentioned that employing OSS technologies is the way forward for scientific research. 
As the government funding and the taxpayer support for expensive research shrink 
worldwide, massive costs associated with proprietary software are not expected to be 
tolerated any longer. There are already a number of high profile open source projects in 
bio-medical, genetic and space engineering fields. Recently NASA opted for open 
source MySQL (a database system developed by MySQL AB) over the proprietary 
Oracle databases. (Trimble, 2000) It should be noted that this move included mission 
critical systems at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). (Lyman, 2004)
1.1 Open source development model
Before open source emerged almost all commercial software vendors used a 
development model based on “closed” source. In the closed model, the source code (the 
program instructions in the original form) is in fact patented under intellectual property 
law and is a highly guarded trade secret. Therefore it was not passed even between the 
teams working on the same software project. This hindered the advancement of the 
commercial software industry. Therefore many questioned the sustainability and 
reliability of the model.
“If builders built buildings the way programmers wrote programs, 
then the first woodpecker that came along would destroy 
civilization.” (Weinberg, 1998)
OSS development model has a different approach compared to the proprietary model. 
For example, the level of interaction among developers is so high; it is often compared 
to a ‘bazaar’. (Raymond, 2001, pp.57-58) Further, the developers are mostly volunteers. 
Collaboration among the developers takes place through electronic media. The software 
source code is available to all and is often available on the Internet. A firm could be 
playing the user or the developer role in the OSS development structure as defined by 
Crowston and Howison (2005)
Figure 1.2 Open Source Development Team Structure
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As the source code is passed to the end user with the software, he/she can test, enhance 
or customize the product to suit the needs. An interesting observation about the OSS 
model is that the active users, who do not actually contribute code, still tend to provide 
bug reports and help test new releases. (Croston and Howison, 2005) The lack of 
centralized control allows an efficient and effective work culture in OSS communities. 
Though non-coercive and decentralized, behavioural rules still exist in the open source 
community. Licensing is at the heart of all open source projects. (Appendices A, E) The 
strict rule is anyone profiting from OSS must adhere to the open source licenses and the 
accepted norms of the open source community. As the license doesn’t allow any one 
party to have Intellectual Property (IP) rights on the community developed OSS code, 
adhering to such licenses could be a hard decision for a firm, which might have IP based 
profiteering objectives. However, there are various other means of generating revenues 
from OSS, which are reviewed in literature.
1.2 The research problem and its importance
Firms have paid a heavy price for attempting to benefit from open source, without fully 
understanding the processes associated with the OSS community. To understand the 
dynamics of open source, one needs to know why individuals in OSS projects write 
software code voluntarily in most cases. Businesses need to examine the motivations 
that drive developers to contribute to OSS. As reviewed in the next chapter, previous 
literature suggests that participants of OSS projects display aspects of voluntary 
participation often found in social movements. A potential problem for firms dealing 
with OSS developers is observed here. This issue is the possibility of collective action, 
which is prevalent in social movement memberships. For example in the event of any 
fallout between the firm and the open source community, there is a high possibility that 
the developers will alienate themselves and the software code from the firm. As the 
developers have significant influence over the OSS users, any fallout could escalate to a 
stage where users boycott the firm’s software. As with any establishment dealing with 
community-based movements, the firms and institutions associated with open source 
should be aware of the possibility of organized collective actions and reactions.
There are enough examples of developers’ desire and ability to initiate protest actions 
when they feel the establishments are not abiding by the norms of OSS. In 2001 the 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C - the standards body of the Web) proposed to 
introduce “pay as you go” style fees for the use of the World Wide Web, through an 
industry backed policy draft. (Herman et al, 2001) The draft co-authored by Microsoft, 
Apple and HP attracted strong protest from the open source developers. The OSS 
developers protested the proposal, which would have allowed patents on proprietary 
technologies, to become web standards. This move could have blocked the main 
channel of communication and innovation in OSS i.e. the Internet (Orlowski, 2001). 
Another major protest was launched by leading open source advocates against the 
Intellectual and Property Rights (IPR) policy of the OASIS (Organization for the 
Advancement of Structured Information Standards). The policy encourages the use of 
royalty-bearing patents thus threatening the royalty-free open source licenses. In their 
protest, the leading open source developers called for a boycott of OASIS standards and 
threatened to form alternative standards (O’Gara, 2005).
Despite these concerns, IBM and Novell, two of the first industry leaders to adopt open 
source, continue to invest heavily in OSS technology. Novell recently acquired the 
largest European open source venture, SuSE Linux AG of Germany. However, other 
technology firms like Sun Microsystems maintain no firm stand on open source. Sun 
benefited from OSS in the 90’s, as most open source software technologies were 
developed to run on Solaris operating system (a Sun product). In return the developers 
expected Sun to release some of its protected software code to the OSS community. 
However Sun was sceptical about the future of OSS and was reluctant to do this. This 
only compelled OSS developers to pull out from Solaris and move their projects to the 
emerging open source Linux operating system. Linux soon overtook Solaris as the main 
rival to MS Windows and pushed down Solaris even in the server operating system 
market where Solaris had been dominant for more than a decade. Sun Microsystems 
clearly misjudged the potential OSS carried, partly due to lack of understanding of the 
motives of the OSS developers. Sun also lost in other areas including the web server 
software market. Apache, software developed by the OSS developers, is the clear leader 
in the web server software market today. (Figure 1.3) The consequences Sun 
Microsystems faced, highlight the need to understand OSS and recognize the motives of 
its developers.
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Nearly 75% of the world’s web servers are Apache (Figure 1.3) and this figure is 
64.41% for the UK (Netcraft, 2005). Leading commercial enterprises (e.g. HSBC, 
Amazon) as well as academic institutions (e.g. University of Surrey) have deployed 
open source software in core business functions. In the light of increasing popularity of 
OSS, the findings of a study on open source developer motivation are of interest not 
only to firms and academics, but also to individuals who deal with open source in 
various capacities. This study analyses the developer motivation in a community 
context. Therefore the results of the study will be of interest to other collaborative 
community-based businesses. An example for a collaborative community based 
businesses is Skype, an Internet based phone system, recently acquired by e-Bay Inc. 
Similar collaboration by other groups powers virtual supercomputers on the Internet that 
are used in the areas of genetic disease analysis, climate change prediction and space 
research. Investment firms like Marketocracy use such collaborative facilities, in stock 
market analysis to cream best-performing portfolios. (Business Week Online, 2005) As 
such this study is a useful starting point for future research on collaborative community- 
driven businesses.
1.3 Research Project Aims
Despite being mentioned in numerous research publications, books and white papers, 
there is limited material, which explores an individual’s decision to contribute to open 
source projects. In depth research in OSS motivation is scarce and also the 
methodologies used do not help provide an insight into the developer motivations. This 
is down to the fact that the quantitative research techniques used in these studies do not 
allow in-depth exploration of the subject. This research project aims to contribute to 
cover the gap in existing literature by investigating the motivations of developers and 
extending it to establishing whether the OSS community display aspects of a social 
movement using qualitative research methods.
The two research questions of the study are as follows.
1. What motivates the developers to participate in open source software projects?
2. Does the open source community display aspects of a social movement?
The importance of the first research question lies in the fact that OSS is becoming an 
integral part of more and more businesses today. The developer is the key player of the 
OSS development process. Therefore the identification of developer motivations is 
crucial for businesses. The second research question assesses whether the OSS 
community displays aspects of a social movement. This analysis could help firms to be 
better prepared to deal with the challenges that can arise when dealing with the open 
source community. An extended version of a model used in social movement research, 
is employed in carrying out this study. Data collection is done using the qualitative 
interview method in an emerging open source community project.
1.4 Methodology
Methods in qualitative research can provide ‘deeper’ understanding of social 
phenomena than it is possible from quantitative methods. (Silverman, 2001) Since the 
aim of the project was to explore the motivations behind participation in open source 
projects, which demands a method providing deep insight, a qualitative interviewing 
method was chosen as the main data collection tool. Purposeful Selection was 
considered as the sampling method as quantitative methods using random sampling was 
considered not appropriate for this purpose. Interviewees were chosen from an open 
source group in a project called Axis C++. Ten telephone (and Internet Voice) and face- 
to-face interviews were carried out. Email was also used where clarifications were 
necessary on the transcribed voice interviews. The interview results were organised 
under themes identified in the literature review and a thematic analysis was carried out 
with reference to the research questions and research literature.
2.0 Literature Review
An explosion of articles on open source software, ranging from web blogs to empirical 
research material, was seen during the past decade. Although research on motivational 
aspects of individuals in OSS is found in previous literature, due to the dispersed nature 
of results a clear opinion cannot be formed. In this literature review an attempt is made 
to capture the essence of the existing research literature on developer motivation. These 
motivations could be identified under the extrinsic and intrinsic motivation categories, 
as defined later in the chapter. Next, the literature on similarities between the OSS 
community and a social movement are explored. Finally an existing social science 
model is discussed in detail. This model, extended by other researchers, is used in the 
data analysis to establish whether the OSS developers display characteristics of social 
movement participants. A brief introduction into how firms generate revenue from open 
source software precedes the discussion on the areas of motivation and social movement 
participation.
2.1 How Firms Generate Revenue from OSS
In traditional business models, appropriation of profits depends on the creation of value 
through private property regimes. In open source, economic value is created by the 
absence of intellectual property constraints (imposed in the form of proprietary 
licensing schemes) and through the ability to modify software as opposed to the 
traditional software business. (Dahlander, 2004, p. 18) Economical, technological and 
social reasons have been cited in previous research as to why firms invest in OSS. 
(Rossi and Bonaccorsi, 2005) In the following few paragraphs, we explore the open 
source business models and relevant examples from the industry. There is still some 
scepticism as to how sustainable the open source business models are. Many start-ups 
and established firms have already produced results to prove the sceptics wrong. Firms 
like IBM and Novell are working closely with OSS communities on integrating OSS 
with their existing products and in the process of adopting bleeding edge OSS 
technologies. Dahlander (2004, p.9) described sources for generating revenue for an 
OSS firm as follows.
Table 2.1 Sources of Generating Revenues in OSS
Type Explanation
Consultancy Consultancy work based on an area of expertise, be it a product that 
the firm release or a community established project.
Education Education based on an area of expertise, be it a product that the firm 
release or a community established project.
Support Support based on an area of expertise, be it a product that the firm 
release or a community established project.
Licensing Licensing the right to use the software i.e. adding a proprietary part 
to the open code or by allowing the customer to use the source code  
how they wish
Black box Black box Bunching several p ieces of OSS in a hardware solution
Source Dahlander (2004, p.9)
One common feature visible among all above sources is that the direct selling of the 
software is not the main source of revenue. This factor is prevalent in the four main 
open source business models, which are identified by the Open Source Initiative (OSI), 
who is the main promoter of OSS to the commercial world. The first OSS business 
model is the Support Sellers model. In this model, the revenue is generated by other 
means, such as distribution, branding, and after-sale service of the product, but not from 
direct sales of software. OSS comes with more permissive licenses, therefore provides 
independence from strict proprietary license restrictions (and associated fees). This 
encourages firms to invest in OSS, according to Lemer and Tirole. (2002, pp. 10-14) 
The firm could base its main business on selling value added services. Popular 
examples in this category are IBM and Red Hat Inc (NASDAQ: RHAT). Feller and 
Fitzgerald (2000, p.66) identified the opportunity to sell software related services, as a 
motivator for a firm to engage in open source.
The second model. Loss Leader, is about repositioning a closed source business by 
opening source code of its software. An example is Netscape who opened its browser 
technology to the OSS project Mozilla in order to fight Microsoft. This moved helped 
Netscape deny browser monopoly for Microsoft. (Raymond, 2001, p.86) The Mozilla 
collaboration brought new browser technology and also accelerated R&D processes. 
The ability to test software in a real user community is a motivator for a software firm.
(Von Hippel, 2002) Hawkins (2004) echoed this view as he saw opportunities to exploit 
and benefit from R&D activities, as a motivator for a firm to open its code to the OSS 
community. In the third OSS business model Widget Frosting, a hardware company 
makes the source code of its drivers and other utility software available to the OSS 
community. For a hardware firm, software is not the profit centre, but a substantial 
overhead. Adaptec and Cyclades are two early adopters of this business model used the 
model to serve economical driver software to their customers. As the source code of the 
driver is delivered this business model encourages customers to make enhancements to 
the software. (Raymond, 1999) Hardware costs are lowered, due to substantial savings 
made by taking the R&D aspect of software to the open source domain (Feller and 
Fitzgerald, 2000, p.65). Fink (2003) shared this opinion and recognized this as a 
motivator for a firm to invest in open source.
The opportunity to make indirect revenues from products is a motivation factor for 
firms. (Wichmann, 2002) The fourth model, which is Accessorizing, is about 
generating indirect revenues from open source software. The idea is to sell; not 
software, but OSS related accessories such as books, pre-installed systems and other 
merchandizing. O’reilly Associates (www.oreillv.com), started as a base for open 
source reference material, has now emerged as a major technical publisher. O’reilly has 
diversified further as an organizer of open source conferences and has developed 
partnerships with leading academic institutions and publishers to generate revenues 
from its online bookshelf called Safari.
Apart from the above mentioned business models another reason why firms engage in 
OSS, is due to its public relations value. (Lemer and Tirole, 2000, p.26) “The media 
likes to portray the open source community as wanting to help mankind, as it makes a 
good story” (Lemer and Tirole, 2000, p.2) Further, this could also be seen as an attempt 
by these firms to exploit the atmosphere of mistmst against Microsoft, which is plagued 
by anti-tmst lawsuits by the US govemment and FU for abusing its dominant position. 
To this end, some firms adopt the strategy of portraying themselves as the “good guys” 
by engaging in OSS. Finally, another benefit for a firm from its association with OSS 
projects as Lemer and Tirole (2000, p.26) described, is the ability to leam from the 
processes of the software development life cycle. The firm could also leam about OSS 
developer motivations, either directly or indirectly, through this collaboration.
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2.2 Previous research on developer motivation
“Motivation is a force that drives behaviour” is a common definition found in a number 
of previous research publications. Psychology distinguishes between two branches of 
motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic. In the context of this study, a clarification of the two 
branches is found in Bitzer et al (2004, pp.2-4)
“Extrinsic motives can be identified by having a clear reward or 
incentive or reinforcement for the behaviour, while the 
circumstances that somebody is doing something because it is 
inherently interesting, enjoyable or challenging is termed intrinsic 
motives” (Bitzer et al, 2004, p.6)
Bitzer et al (2004), from their analysis of empirical data studies on OSS development, 
found that the OSS developers display characteristics of both intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivations. Results of previous studies, such as Raymond (1999) and Hertel et al 
(2003) were inclined more towards the intrinsic aspects of developer motivation. On the 
other hand researchers like Leaner and Tirole (2002) and Bezroukov (1999) have cited 
strong extrinsic motivations among OSS developers. The number of intrinsic motivation 
factors seems to be relatively high among the previous research in this area compared to 
the extrinsic motivation factors. For example, Weber (2004) described the OSS 
developer as someone driven by the “intrinsic” creative motivation.
Bezroukov (1999) labelled the majority of available literature as having a needless 
intrinsic motivation bias. According to him the open source community members are 
driven by status and reputation gained as a result of associating themselves with such 
projects. He pointed out how communication among members of OSS community 
reveals that some individuals join open source projects in order to improve their status.
“E-mail can often take the form of flames or operate to improve 
status in the movement by creating some benefit to a particular 
bureaucratic superstructure, the “town council effect”.” 
(Bezroukov, 1999)
11
Watson (2005, p.4) described the role reputation at different levels of the open source 
supply chain; i.e. hackers (developers), software vendors, open source projects, and the 
open source movement. According to Watson (2005, p. 11) “a hacker may be motivated 
to contribute to an open source project in order to advance his reputation among his 
fellow hackers”. Raymond (2001, p.97) identified different motives of developers 
relating to reputation. According to him the developers seek status among peers through 
reputation. Another motive is to attract other developers’ corporation to their work. 
Most importantly, the developers seek economic benefits through reputation gained by 
their work in the OSS projects. This could be better-paid jobs or any other career 
incentive. The effort to make a reputation for oneself within the community was cited 
by Leaner and Tirole (2002, p.8) as a motivation factor in OSS projects. They noted that 
gaining future career benefits as one of the main motivations for a developer’s 
involvement in open source. Making a name within the OSS community could be an 
exercise of self marketability. It could also be that senior developers attempting to 
implement authority in order to achieve project goals. This could be attributed to system 
rewards (reputation) won through seniority/ membership and therefore is a motivational 
pattern. (Katz and Kahn, 1978, p518)
Programmers could be motivated to participate in these projects to improve their 
personal skills, capabilities and knowledge. (Moody, 2002) Major players in the 
industry including IBM and Novell have already set open source oriented future 
strategies. This opens new horizons for the open source developers in terms of 
economic rewards. There is a popular myth that OSS developers work for free. This is 
no more correct than the view that open source software itself is free. Many firms 
including IBM, Novell and Red Hat already employ hundreds of paid developers to 
work in OSS community projects. Here it should be noted that economic rewards 
include anticipated future rewards. Red Hat Inc started developing its own distribution 
of Linux operating system, working with open source volunteer developers. Red Hat’s 
success is such, it is a leading technology stock listed in the Nasdaq-100 market index 
today. It is possible that some of the developers had already identified the future 
commercial success of Red Hat before they offered to volunteer in the beginning. 
Lemer and Tirole (2000, p. 14) explained how future rewards could motivate OSS 
developers.
12
“Linus Torvalds and others have been awarded shares in Linux- 
based companies that went public. Most certainly, these rewards 
were unexpected and did not affect the motivation of open source 
programmers. If this practice becomes “institutionalized,” such 
rewards will in the future be expected and therefore impact the 
motivation of open source leaders.” (Lemer and Tirole, 2000, p. 14)
Bandura (1993, p. 136) noted that positive feedback on teaming enhances motivation. 
Ye and Kishida (2003, pp.6-8) described teaming as a basis to understand what 
motivates people to participate in OSS development. In fact they cite “teaming by 
doing” as the main motivator for the OSS developer. Ye and Kishida likened the 
motivations of developers to something prevalent in the Eastem cultures, i.e. teaming, 
in order to achieve better social status.
“The viewpoint of teaming as a motivation that intrinsically drives 
people to get involved in OSS development and that extrinsically 
rewards them with higher social status and larger influence in OSS 
communities is in parallel with a tradition of Eastem culture” (Ye 
and Kishida, 2003, p.8)
Dutta and Prasad (2004, p.l, p.23) identified the benefit of teaming from others as a 
motivation. Their argument is that teaming leads to tangible benefits in terms of greater 
productivity, better job offers and higher wages. These are clearly motivations related to 
future career benefits and as mentioned above and were highlighted also by Lemer and 
Tirole (2000, p. 14). Lakhani and Wolf (2003, p.12) found that the enjoyment-based 
intrinsic motivation, i.e. how creative a person feels when working on the project, as the 
strongest and most pervasive driver of an OSS developer. However they cite other 
motivation factors too, both intrinsic and extrinsic, for OSS developers. The need for a 
particular software solution, fun/play, gift culture and social standing are observed by 
them as other reasons why an individual initiates an open source project. Hars and Ou 
(2001) cited a variant of intrinsic motivation; altruism as a motivation to OSS 
developers.
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“Altruism is the belief or practice of disinterested and selfless 
concern for the well being of others.” (New Oxford Dictionary of 
English, 1998)
Writing open source programs for others’ benefit at developer’s own cost (time, money 
and opportunity cost) is the visible altruism in OSS. Mcgee and Skageby (2004) have 
identified such contribution as Altruistic Gifting. OSS contributors may also treat other 
members of the community as their kin and thus willing to do something beneficial to 
others but not to themselves. This type of altruistic behaviour has been termed as “kin 
selection altruism” by social psychological researchers. (Hars and Ou, 2001, p.3) 
However Zeitlyn (2003) questioned whether this is really altruism as regards to the OSS 
community. Zeitlyn argued that the open source communities are relatively small; 
therefore there is a pressure to contribute anyway. The recipient (the developer) benefits 
from the OSS programs and code; therefore there is an obligation on the recipient to gift 
return a gift, i.e. gift his own code to the community.
“Having given, having made a contribution, you are owed. 
Repayment is not direct or immediate - this distinguishes rejection 
or economic transactions from gift giving. Gift giving and 
acceptance establish moral lasting relationships between the 
parties.” (Zeitlyn, 2003, p. 1289)
Weber (2004) described the fun, enjoyment, and artistry of solving interesting 
programming problems as the motivators for the open source developers. Leading OSS 
developers themselves echoes this view. (Raymond, 1999)
“Once again the example of the open-source community sharpens 
this question considerably—because we have fun  doing what we 
do. Our creative play has been racking up technical, market-share, 
and mind-share successes at an astounding rate. We're proving not 
only that we can do better software, but that joy is an asset.” 
(Raymond, 1999)
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David and Pfaff (1998) pointed out OSS community attract techno-savvy individuals 
who take the pleasure in providing support and advice to others. Although OSS sceptics 
voice concern about the level and quality of technical support, David and Pfaff find the 
support to be a strong point of OSS. Dedicated web support, newsgroups, email-lists, 
FAQs, HOWTOs and Internet Relay Chats are few of the multilevel support options 
available in OSS. As David and Pfaff pointed out, support, effective testing and 
conformance with open standards make OSS be seen as a better technology and attract 
talented individual who wish to provide support to OSS users.
2.3 Social movements and the OSS community
The idea that developer motivation is linked to the OSS development process is found 
in the most previous literature. Raymond (1999) described the differences between OSS 
development process and the proprietary software development process by comparing 
the proprietary model to a cathedral and the OSS model to a bazaar. The terms 
“cathedral” and “bazaar” have been used in subsequent research to highlight the 
differences in motivations of developers in these respective models (Crowston and 
Hovison, 2005)
“The energetic hubbub of the bazaar contrasts with the solemn 
controlled ceremonies of the cathedral, the ineffectual carping of a 
town council and the insular exclusion of the clique. Not only, 
then, are FLOSS projects expected to differ from proprietary 
development in licenses, tools and motivations for their work but 
also in their communication style.” (Crowston and Hovison, 2005)
The phrase Free/Libre/Open-Source Software, or FLOSS, is an inclusive term designed 
to be neutral when referring to both free software and open source software. (Wikipedia, 
2006a) The X&vmfree software has been around for a long time. The developers, who 
sought a more business friendly term, coined the term open source software less than a 
decade ago. This difference is deemed not relevant in the context of this study as the 
basic concept of copyleft licensing is preserved in both. However, the inquisitive reader 
will find Wheeler (2006) as an excellent source on the distinction of the two.
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OSS development processes are referred to as a bazaar because of the high level of 
interactions between the individuals, i.e. developers and users. Such high levels 
interactions between the members are also visible is in social movements. A number of 
researchers have attempted to identify the similarities between the two. Feller and 
Fitzgerald (2000) find socio-political elements in the motivations of OSS developers.
“While technological and economic factors may be sufficient to 
understand industrial support for OSS, the motivations of 
individual developers are often socio-political.” (Feller and 
Fitzgerald, 2000, p.64)
In fact many OSS insiders observe the open source community as a social movement. 
Bruce Perens, a former project leader of the open source Debian GNU/Linux project, is 
an advocate of this view.
“Free software and open source is a social movement. Like other 
social movements, it advances its own ideas - in our case, ideas 
about software quality, competition, copyrights and patents as 
property” (Perens, 2003)
Raymond (2001) pointed out that most of the open source projects are in fact initiated 
by individuals, who are dissatisfied with the available proprietary software solutions in 
the market.
“....projects bom by scratching a developer's personal itch” 
(Raymond, 2001, p.32)
An example is the development of SAMBA software suite. Before SAMBA was 
developed, it was almost impossible to share files between MS Windows and non- 
Microsoft operating systems (e.g. Solaris, Linux). The OSS developers worked together 
in a coordinated project, with the objective of developing a solution to this problem they 
had in common. Almost all of the open source software is developed through collective 
effort. Working together as a group to overcome outside challenges is more effective 
than making an individual effort. Such effort by a large number of people, with the
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objective of finding a solution to a “collective problem”, is the main characteristic of a 
social movement (Toch, 1966, p.5). A simple definition is that a social movement is,
“a group of people with a common ideology who try together to 
achieve certain general goals” (WordReference.com, 2005)
Della Porta and Diani (1999, pp. 13-16) identified four main characteristics, which could 
be used to describe a social movement. First the movement has to be conceived as 
informal interaction networks (between individuals, groups and organizations). Second 
there should be shared beliefs and solidarity.
“To be considered a social movement, an interacting collectively 
requires a shared set of beliefs and a sense of belonging” (Della 
Porta and Diani, 1999, pl4)
The third characteristic is that there should be collective action focusing on conflicts. 
Della Porta and Diani (1999, p. 15) described conflict as “an oppositional relationship 
between actors who seek control of the same stake”. In the software business the stake 
is the right to the source code. Final characteristic is the use of protest. In the traditional 
view, protest is considered as an unconventional activity in social movement. However 
Della Porta and Diani (1999) argued that protests are becoming frequent and sometimes 
violent and confrontational in nature in the recent years.
FSF is the leading organization promoting open source software. The majority of open 
source software is released under FSF’s licensing scheme called the General Public 
License - GPL (Appendix A). FSF’s mission statement displays some of characteristics 
identified by Della Porta and Diani (1999)
“.... To preserve, protect and promote the freedom to use, study, 
copy, modify, and redistribute computer software, and to defend 
the rights of Free Software users. We support the freedoms of 
speech, press, and association on the Internet, the right to use 
encryption software for private communication, and the right to 
write software unimpeded by private monopolies” (Gnu.org, 2005)
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A key aspect of the open source concept is the licensing. The license is distributed with 
the software and the source code and everybody associated with OSS are expected 
honour the rules of the licenses. The OSS community members treat adherence to 
license terms and abiding by restrictions with utmost importance. “The OSS community 
reacts very sensitively to breaches of the agreed rules and norms.” (Rota et al, 2002, 
p. 11) A breach of license is expected to induce protest. All open source licenses consist 
of a few key conditions. One important license condition is that the person who has the 
software should have the freedom to redistribute, modify and make the source code 
available to others. (Feller and Fitzgerald, 2002) Free distribution of source code is 
among the key components of open source definition by OSI. (Appendix B) The 
license, must not discriminate against anyone, must apply to all parties and cannot 
restrict advancement of the software. Contributors to the open source projects are very 
concerned with the users’ compliance to open source licences (O’Mahony, 2003). A 
breach of license is likely to produce collective action by the OSS community, 
characteristic of a social movement as described above.
According to von Hippel and von Krogh (2003) open source software development 
could be seen as a “private-collective” model of innovation. They describe this model as 
a cross breed of the “private investment model” (where innovator generates revenues 
from private goods and regimes of intellectual property protection) and the “collective 
action” model (where innovators collaborate in order to produce a public good). 
According to von Hippel and von Krogh (2003, p.213) instead of claiming the rewards 
(proprietary rights over the code) for their investment (time, skills), the developers work 
collectively and share the code for benefit of the public. OSS developers are mostly 
volunteers. (Butler et al, 2002). The voluntary participation of individuals, the common 
socio-political objectives and collective actions of developers have led the OSS 
advocates to identify open source community as a social movement. Developer motives 
can be studied with the use of available social science models, to identify these 
characteristics.
2.4 Motives of a social movement participant
“The motivations and the expectations which lie behind the
individual’s participation in a movement are, in fact, richer than
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representations of the movement, produced by its most influential 
activists” (Della Porta and Diani, 1999)
Investigating the motives of developers, in order to identify the aspects of a social 
movement, is a complex task. Hertel et al (2003) extended a social science model 
developed by Klandermans (1984) based on the expected costs/benefits of participation 
in a social movement. Klandermans cited three requirements that need to be fulfilled, to 
ensure an individual’s willingness to participate voluntarily in a social movement
“a person will participate in a social movement if he is familiar 
with the means of action (knowledge), is he is capable of 
participating (capacity), and if he is also prepared to do so 
(willingness).” (Klandermans 1984, pl08)
Based on this theory Klandermans identified three different categories of motives for 
the participation in social movements and the expected costs/benefits in each category. 
Problem with the approach taken by Hertel et al (2003) in applying Klandermans’ 
model is that the quantitative methods employed were not able to provide an insight into 
how a certain motivational factor affects a developer’s actions. Further, their study does 
not seem to confer much emphasis to the reward motive category (discussed elsewhere), 
which is an important element of Klandermans’ model. However Hertel et al included 
an important factor visible in social movements, which is not part of Klandermans’ 
theories, in their research. This new factor is called collective identification and is 
discussed below, together with Klandermans’ categories of motives which form the 
basis of this study.
2.4.1 Collective Motives
Klandermans (1984) described the participants of social movement as displaying goal 
motives, which are termed in subsequent studies as collective motives. The level of 
participation depends on how the participants value the goals of the movement and the 
expectation that those goals will be reached. Other researchers before Klandermans had 
explored the relationship between goals and motivation. Fishbein and Ajzen (1974) 
introduced the expectancy value theory to describe this relationship.
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Figure 2.1 Goal Commitments -  Expectancy and Value Relationship
Goal commitment = A (attainment value) + B (attainment expectancy) + 
C (value X expectancy)
Source Shah and Higgins (1997, p447)
The basis of their theory is that the behaviour is a function of the expectancy and the 
value of the goal to the person who is working towards it. Expectancy value theory 
suggests people orient themselves to the world according to their beliefs. The goals are 
linked to their beliefs/expectations and the level of commitment to achieve goals 
depends on their evaluation of the goal and its attainment value.
According to this theory, motivation to participate/contribute to a social movement 
would be higher for an individual, if the perceived values of the goals are higher. An 
interesting example of this concept related to OSS is found in Bezroukov’s research 
(1999). He pointed out that the developers operate in OSS communities to work against 
the threat posed by closed software products (i.e. proprietary code). Protecting software 
against the monopolies is their collective political goal. An attempt will be made to 
explore what Bezroukov pointed out and the perceived value of this goal to the 
developers at the data collection stage.
Locke and Latham (1990, p.2) defined goals as "something that the person wants to 
achieve" and further described how goals cause people to marshal their resources and 
mobilize their effort for their attainment. Long-term goals keep one focused and his 
behaviour directed toward an ultimate target. (Alderman, 1999) An OSS developer’s 
ultimate goal might be seeing the collapse of the proprietary software monopolies, as 
mentioned earlier. The short-term goals, which are the steppingstones on the way, might 
be achieving recognition or self-satisfaction from voluntary contribution to the OSS 
projects. Klandermans identified a positive correlation between goal achievement and 
the level of motivation.
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2.4.2 Social Motives
Second category of Klandermans’ model is termed the social motives. These motives 
are driven by the reactions of significant others (i.e. family, friends) towards one’s 
participation in a social movement. In other words, more positive the expected reactions 
from family and friends are, higher will be the motivation to contribute to the social 
movement. According to Klandermans, the strength of social motives depends on, how 
the particular individual values his/her relations with the significant others. This 
relationship is presented as a multiplicative function of expectancies and values. Hertel 
et al (2003, p. 1167) pointed out that there is a problem in using the term social here, as 
there are other motives that are beyond social movements, which could be classified as 
social. For example, making friends is a social motive associated with daily life. 
Therefore, they proposed a more specific term called norm-oriented motives. For the 
purpose of this study Klandermans original term ‘social motives’ is used.
The participation or non-participation in a social movement is influenced by the 
presumed reactions of significant others. According to Klandermans the significant 
others are the family, friends and direct superiors. Again the strength of their influence
on an individual’s decision to participate can be explained by the calculation of a
variable using the expectancy value model. For example if a person expects favourable 
reactions for his participation in a social movement and if the reactions of the 
significant others are not favourable (i.e. negative), the person is not socially motivated 
to participate. The variables Klandermans proposed for the study of social motives 
were,
“(a) The value a person says he or she attaches to reactions of
family members, colleagues and direct supervisor, and (b) the
expected reactions of these persons to participation and non­
participation” (Klandermans, 1984, p .I l l)
The reactions of significant others play an important role especially when the collective 
action of the social movement takes a more militant form. However an individual’s 
level of participation in a social movement, even in the moderate actions of a social 
movement, depends on the presumed reactions of significant others according to
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Klandermans. According to Simon and Stiirmer (2004, pp 263-277), social support and 
encouragement by significant others are important to the participant of a social 
movement. Positive reactions of significant others are likely to reduce the feelings of 
discomfort and insecurity resulting from social movement action, especially 
participation in collective protest.
2.4.3 Reward Motives
Klandermans (1984) defined reward motives as the motives associated with personal 
costs and benefits. An example of personal cost is, having to spend time on a particular 
activity. A personal benefit is the ability to interact and network within the social 
movement. Clearly the benefits are not entirely associated with economic gains. 
Lindenberg (2001) highlighted this fact by claiming that an individual might balance the 
lack of economic reward with a sense of having fun. Again, as in collective motives, the 
conceptual model used to describe reward motives is a multiplicative function of 
expectancy/value components. Hertel et al (2003) investigated reward motives as part of 
their quantitative research on a leading open source project. Their research aim was to 
uncover the motivations of developers in the Linux Kernel project, which was one of 
the most important and successful projects in the OSS community. However one of the 
drawbacks of the application of Klandermans’ model by Hertel et al is the presumption 
that reward motives of open source developers are more of intrinsic nature. There is a 
question as to whether this generalization still holds, as the lucrative opportunities in 
OSS ventures, which could be driven by extrinsic motives, attract many individuals. 
Therefore, how developers are motivated by rewards needs to be reviewed further.
According to the expectancy theory of motivation, individual effort leads to 
performance, which in turn will bring reward. (Vroom, 1964) The reward satisfies an 
important need of an individual and the more positive the reward is, the higher the 
motivation of that individual will be. In relation to open source, it could be that 
developers seek economic and psychological rewards from their participation in the 
OSS projects. Klandermans described that a person’s decision to participate in a social 
movement depends on his evaluation the risks and rewards involved.
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“Reward motives have to do with the risks and rewards a person 
associates with participation and non-participation” (Klandermans,
1984, p. 112)
In other words an individual will weigh the gains and losses associated, before 
participating in any social movement. Examples of rewards in participation in a social 
movement are monetary rewards (e.g. high wages as a result of union action) and 
emotional pleasure from collective action. The losses may be the time one sacrifices and 
risks associated with employment (e.g. for a trade union member losing his job for 
participating in industrial action)
2.4.4 Collective Identifîcation
This is an addition to Klandermans model. One major problem in any social movement 
is the free rider situation. Individuals and groups alike, attempt to benefit from social 
movements without contributing to their cause. This is due to the mentality ‘why should 
I trouble myself when others can do it and I can just reap the benefits after their hard 
work’.” (Wikepedia, 2006b) Members of social movements sometime display collective 
action against the free rider situation as it undermines the efforts to achieve movement’s 
goals. According to Lindenberg (2001) the collective obligation/goal is stronger when 
the effect of this obstacle is minimized. Moreover conflicts, in fighting and attempts for 
dominance could only weaken any social movement and in turn affect all who benefit 
from the actions of that movement. Having a strong group identification associated with 
the project helps minimize effects of all these negative factors. This factor is termed 
collective identification. Simon et al (1998) recommended that collective identification 
be used in studies on social movement participation.
Della Porta and Diani (1999) described that identity is a dynamic social process, not a 
static property. Therefore various types of identification affect the “relationship between 
individual adherence to a social movement and its ‘official’ image -  that which is 
expressed by the leaders of the group” (Della Porta and Diani, 1999). Interestingly, Hars 
and Ou (2001) have applied this concept to the OSS community, and noted that 
computer programmers may identify and align their personal goals with the broader 
ones of the OSS community.
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“Programmers may identify themselves as part of the open source 
community and align their goals with those of the community....”
(Hars and Ou, 2001, p.3)
Hars and Ou (2001, p3) stated that this “community identification” corresponds to needs 
of belonging and love in the hierarchical needs pyramid of Maslow (1970).
Figure 2.2 Maslow’s Hierarchical Needs Pyramid
Being Needs
üon
Esteem Needs
Belonging Needs
Physiological Needs
Deficit Needs
Source Age-of-the-sage.org
Maslow (1970) established this theory of a hierarchy of needs. According to him, 
human beings are motivated to fulfil unsatisfied needs. For an individual, a lower level 
need in the hierarchical model needs to be satisfied before moving on to satisfy a certain 
higher level need. Raymond (2000) described OSS developers’ self-actualization stage 
as reaching an economical or psychological milestone. One of Raymond’s examples is 
the developer’s obsession to become a “master hacker”. This is similar to becoming the 
master craftsman in any other trade. Developers may see this as the self-actualization 
stage. According to Raymond, the developer has dedicated himself to achieve this 
ultimate goal. However, he attempts to fulfil other needs along the way too. Sense of 
belonging to a community is one such need. Crowston and Howison (2005) pointed out 
that sense of belonging makes participants contribute more. This is in fact collective 
identification and according to Simon et al (1998, p648) “collective identification by 
political opponents” provides strength to struggle against repression. In other words
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when collective identification is strong, one would be more motivated to commit and 
contribute more to the movement be is part of.
Figure 2.3 The Conceptual Framework - Social Movement Participation
Social
Movement
Participation
Social
Motives
Reward
Motives
Collective
Motives
Collective
Identification
Source (Klandermans, 1984; Simon et al, 1998)
Figure 2.3 illustrates the motivation factors for a participant of a social movement as 
described by Klandermans (1984) and Simon et al (1998). The above conceptual 
framework provides the categories for the analysis of OSS developer motivations later 
in the study. Before this step, the motivations of developers identified from the results, 
will be categorized under intrinsic and extrinsic categories. These motivation categories 
together with collective, social, reward motives and collective identification provides 
the themes for the thematic analysis of results in Chapter Four. Next chapter provides a 
detailed description of the methodology employed.
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3.0 Methodology and Data Collection
3.1 Choice of Methodology
This research project aims to investigate and understand the motivations of open source 
developers who participate in OSS projects and contribute voluntarily to OSS 
development process. Further, the results of the study are analyzed to establish whether 
the open source community could be regarded as a social movement. As mentioned in 
the introduction, previous research employing quantitative data processes only provide a 
statistical analysis of OSS developer motivations. However any study involving human 
actions and conduct, especially motivation, requires a method which provides deeper 
insight into the subject matter than that provided by numerical measurements of the 
quantitative methods i.e. categorical and quantifiable data (Saunders et al, 2003, p329). 
As described by Weiss (1994, pp. 9-11), a research method, which assists in developing 
detailed descriptions, describing the process and integrating multiple perspectives, is a 
requirement for such a study in order to explore the subject in depth. Therefore a 
qualitative method was the obvious choice.
Table 3.1 Distinctions between Quantitative and Qualitative Data
Quantitative Data Qualitative Data
Based on meanings derived 
from numbers
Based on meanings expressed 
through words
Collection results in numerical 
and standardised data
standardised data requiring 
classification into categories
Analysis conducted through the 
use of diagrams and statistics
Analysis conducted through the 
use of conceptualisation
Source (Saunders et al, 2003, p.378)
Robson (2002) noted the advantages and importance of employing qualitative data 
methods in research.
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“Qualitative data are associated with such concepts and are 
characterised by their richness and fullness based on your 
opportunity to explore a subject as real a manner as possible”
(Robson, 2002)
The appropriate data collection method for the project was deemed to be qualitative 
interviews. There is plenty of literature, which supports the selection of qualitative 
interviews for this type of study.
A quantitative survey method could have easily been employed for this study. This 
method was rejected as it was determined, that previous research on the subject using 
quantitative methods and statistical analysis have not allowed the researchers to obtain 
fuller responses from the interviewees. Fuller responses are important in order to gain 
the depth and density of the material. (Weiss, 1994, p.3) It could involve providing 
them ‘free associate’, so the interviewer gets a sense of how issues/concerns are 
connected with their perceptions. (Holloway and Jefferson, 2000) Rather than asking 
about X, y or z as in structured interviews; qualitative interviews involve trying to 
ascertain people’s reasoning/judgements in situations (Mason, 2002, p.64). Mason 
argued that the interaction between the researcher and the interviewee helps 
construction of knowledge, which is not possible in quantitative methods where facts 
are reported.
“Most would agree that knowledge is at the very least 
reconstructed, rather than facts simply being reported, in interview 
settings. According to this perspective, meanings and
understandings are created in an interaction, which is effectively a 
co-production, involving researcher and interviewees.” (Mason,
2002, pp.62-63)
Other qualitative methods such as participant observation, archival data and secondary 
literature were also considered. In fact the researcher participated in an open source 
conference at the Linux Expo (2005), a leading open source industry event held at 
Olympia, London, as an observer. However data that was gathered was deemed 
inappropriate to this study in this instance, as the presentations emphasized on the OSS
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market rather than the social aspects of OSS. Also, the participation observation method 
was not utilised due to two practical difficulties; the difficulty of gaining access to the 
OSS groups to utilise this method and the difficulty of finding events relevant to the 
study. The author found that the archival records too, as having narrow focus because 
most were based on matters related to Linux operating systems and OSS licensing 
issues, rather than the social processes in OSS development. Secondary sources such as 
journals provide details of some previous research; however due to the methodologies 
employed in such research, they were considered limited in providing the desired 
insight.
3.2 Choice of Interview Method
Interviews are generally categorized as structured and unstructured, though terms such 
as open-ended and guided are also found in literature. A structured interview is simply 
the oral form of answers to a set of written questions. According to Frey and Oishi 
(1995) a structured interview is,
“a purposeful conversation in which one person asks prepared 
questions (interviewer) and another answers them (respondent)”
(Frey and Oishi, 1995, p.l)
The quick and easy answers in structured interviews save time for both interviewer and 
interviewee. The data is comparable and easy to code and analyze. However due to its 
close-ended nature this method does not seem the choice for this particular study. 
Further, the pre-defined limited set of responses allowed introduces a validity problem 
as the interviewee may opt for a response, which doesn’t reflect his/her true feelings 
about the issue. “There is very little flexibility in the way questions are asked or 
answered in the structured interview setting” (Fontana and Frey, 1998, p.52). Structured 
interviews, according to Fontana and Frey (1998, pp.52-53) are inflexible as the process 
involves very strict and specific instructions given to interviewers.
In unstructured interviews there are no interview schedules or prepared questionnaires. 
Instead, there are open-ended questions and also an informal exploratory approach.
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Unstructured interviews are sometimes called intensive or in-depth interviewing. The 
responses are not limited and the respondents use their own words to answer.
“The interviewee is given the opportunity to talk freely about 
events, behaviour and beliefs in relation to the topic area, so that 
this type of interaction is sometimes called non-directive. It has 
been labelled as an informant interview since it is interviewee’s 
perceptions that guide the conduct of the interview” (Saunders et 
al, 2003, p247)
This interview method sounds attractive as it provides opportunity to uncover 
respondent’s viewpoint, attitudes and meanings in depth, which are all vital in exploring 
developer motivations. However there are practical limitations. First the process is very 
time consuming. The answers are difficult to analyse. Data comparison also becomes 
difficult, which could introduce reliability problems. The interview process demands a 
lot of skill from the interviewer. Due to the constraints of time, experience and 
resources available the researcher finds it impractical to employ the unstructured 
interview method. Further, the researcher has already reviewed the literature and 
possesses a schedule of questions based on the concepts identified. Therefore a method, 
which provides the positives of both above methods, is required for our study. As such 
semi-structured interview was chosen as the preferred method for data collection.
There are a number of semi structured interview types described in literature. (Flick, 
2002, pp74-95) In the focused interview method, a uniform stimulus (a film, radio 
broadcast etc) is presented and its impact on the interviewee is studied using an 
interview guide. Due to the lack of such stimulus in our study, this method was not 
employed as our chosen semi structured interview type. Another method called expert 
interviews was also considered, but rejected, as the method needs the interviewer to 
make clear in the interview that he is familiar with the topic. Though the researcher is 
very familiar with OSS technologies, he does not posses broad experience in the field of 
motivational research. Therefore, a method which gives more emphasis to the interview 
itself, called the Problem Centred Interviews (PCI) was chosen. (Witzel, 2000) “The 
PCI was developed as a combination of methods among which the interview is the most 
important instrument” (Witzel, 2000). The PCI consists of the positives of other semi­
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structured methods and its simpler and straightforward process, therefore attractive to 
the beginners of social research. (Flick, 2002, p.89)
3.3 Research Questions
The research questions were determined immediately after open source developer 
motivation was identified as the general topic area. A coherent set of interview 
questions was derived to find out answers to the above questions. Under the defined 
research questions, categories identified in the literature review are used to organize the 
data gathered from the interviews. They are as follows:
1. What motivates the developers to participate in open source software projects?
- Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations
2. Does the open source community display aspects of a social movement?
- Collective, social and reward motives & collective identification
The researcher was confident about the chosen method and had an open mind about the 
outcome at this stage. Mason (2002) explains that the research question is a more 
appropriate term for qualitative research than the term hypotheses, which is what is 
tested by or against empirical data.
“A research question is one which the research is designed to 
address (rather than, for example, a question which an interviewer 
might ask the interviewee) and, taken together, your research 
questions should express the essence of your enquiry” (Mason,
2002, p. 19)
3.4 Selection of Participants
The first step here was to identify a project, which could offer a representative sample 
of OSS developers. The total number of OSS projects runs into thousands. A list of all 
available open source projects could be found at www.freshmeat.net. an Internet 
software repository. Pure volunteer OSS enthusiasts drive majority of these projects, 
however there are projects funded and driven exclusively by commercial enterprises. To
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eliminate any bias we considered projects, which have both these aspects (pure- 
volunteer and commercial backing). Further, the project needed to be accessible (having 
publicly available mailing lists, member contacts etc.) and relatively small (to easily 
identify a representative sample). The authors association with OSS greatly helped in 
narrowing down the list of projects and identifying the suitable project for the research. 
The chosen project, the Axis C++ (Appendix C) project, has a multinational 
membership consisting of pure OSS enthusiasts who contribute voluntarily, as well as 
paid developers employed by commercial enterprises to work in the project. Therefore a 
representative sample from the project was vital to the data collection stage of the study.
3.5 Initial Approach
The process began with the posting of an email by the researcher on axis-c- 
dev@ws.anache.org mailing list. (Appendix D) The study’s main questions were 
elaborated while ensuring the anonymity of the interview's transcript and explaining the 
desired form of conversation. After two months of correspondence with the group, the 
author identified ten individuals to participate in the interviews. Purposeful selection 
(Light et al, 1990, p.53) or purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990, pp. 169-186) was used to 
select the interviewees. Weiss (1994) argued that many qualitative studies do not use 
samples at all, but panels - “people who are uniquely able to be informative because 
they are expert in an area or were privileged witnesses to an event” (Weiss, 1994, p. 17).
“Selecting those times, settings and individuals that can provide 
you with the information that you need in order to answer your 
research questions is the most important consideration in 
qualitative selection decisions” (Maxwell, 2005, p.88)
Although the author initially received sixteen responses, only ten individuals were 
identified as being able to provide in depth answers to the interview questions and also 
give an insight into the OSS processes. Kvale (1996, p. 102) noted that the number of 
interviewees tends to range from five to twenty five in similar qualitative interview 
studies. Therefore sample is large enough for the purpose. It is also representative due 
to the diverse group of developers. Also a larger sample would not have been feasible 
because of the time and effort required administering the interviews. Of the developers
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seven were based in Sri Lanka and one each in the USA, the UK and Singapore. Nine 
were men and one member was a female. The responsibilities of these members in the 
project were varied and included junior developer, senior developer, project leader and 
business manager roles. The interviewees are identified here by pseudonyms (Table 3.2)
Table 3.2 Interviewees Location and Role in the Project
Pseudonym Role Location
Andrew Senior Developer UK
Fazli Project Manager Sri Lanka
Nushara Junior Developer Sri Lanka
Dammika Junior Developer Sri Lanka
Souza Senior Developer Sri Lanka
John Business Manager USA
Adrian Senior Developer Singapore
Mark Junior Developer Sri Lanka
Eizvi Junior Developer Sri Lanka
Romesh Junior Developer Sri Lanka
3.6 Role of the researcher
At every stage of the research, the role the researcher is expected to play is crucial to the 
success of the project. This begins with identifying a research problem. Achieving a 
necessary degree of objectivity is just as important. While pointing out that complete 
objectivity is impossible to achieve, as there is an element of subjectivity in every piece 
of research, Strauss and Corbin (1998) stressed the importance of identifying the 
subjectivity and minimize its intrusion in the analyses. In this study the challenge for the 
author was to alienate his own experiences with OSS development and be a fresh-eyed 
observer.
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“In qualitative research, objectivity does not mean controlling the 
variables. Rather, it means openness, a willingness to listen and to
“give choice” to respondents”  “Over the years, we have
wrestled with the problem of objectivity and have developed some 
techniques to increase our awareness and to help us control 
intrusion of bias into analysis while retaining sensitivity to what is 
being said in data” (Strauss and Corbin, 1998)
McCracken (1998) pointed out that the first objective of qualitative interviews should 
be to allow respondents to tell their own story. He stressed the importance of playing a 
non-obstructive role and also phrasing the questions in a general non-directive manner. 
Taking these matters into account, the researcher played a ‘low’, detached and a non­
obstructive role. The researcher believes this will minimize the possibility of 
introducing a bias as a result of his association with OSS. The obstruction could be kept 
to a minimum by the use of telephone and Internet Voice (Yahoo Messenger, Skype) as 
the medium communication. This method was adopted as 90% of the interviewees lived 
outside UK.
3.7 Data gathering techniques
As nine out of ten respondents lived outside of UK (where the researcher is based), 
face-to-face interview was not considered for those living outside UK. As Weiss (1994, 
p.59) noted, the best is ‘to be there’, as facial expressions and hand gestures all carry 
information. Despite the lack of non-verbal information that would have been available 
in a face-to-face interview, the methods used have been identified in qualitative research 
literature as appropriate for semi-structured interviews.
“Qualitative interviews may involve one-to-one interactions, larger 
group interviews or focus groups, and may take place face to face, 
or over the telephone or the Internet, for example” (Mason, 2002
p.62)
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One of the interviews was indeed carried out face to face as the interviewee himself 
lived in the UK. Overall, the data gathered according to the method used, could be 
tabulated as follows.
Table 3.3 Data Collection Method
Interviewee Telephone/ 
Internet voice
Face-to-face Email
Andrew
Fazli / /
Nushara /
Dammika / /
Souza /
John / /
Adrian / /
Mark /
Eizvi /
Romesh
As described earlier, the interviewees were selected using the purposeful selection 
method. During preliminary communications they were asked to provide information on 
their background including age, education, and years of experience with OSS. Their 
specific roles in the projects were also researched (Table 3.2). Clarifications and 
elaborations were sought on the answers given, by allowing the respondent to relate 
answers to his/her own events and situations. According to Mason (2002, pp63-64) the 
legitimate and meaningful way to generate data in semi-structured interviews is to ask 
questions, listen to respondent, gain access to their accounts and articulations, or to 
analyse their use of language and construction of discourse.
“...You are likely to be making certain kinds of epistemological
assumptions about the interaction between yourself as a researcher
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and those you are researching, which suggest that semi-structured 
interviews are appropriate”(Mason, 2002, p.65)
3.8 Interview process
The PCI (Problem Centred Interviews) type of interviews consists of a short 
questionnaire, interviewing guidelines, tape recordings and postscripts as its 
instruments, hi carrying out the study, the interview process was started by collecting 
data on the respondent’s social characteristics (age, occupation, education etc.). This 
helped to “break the ice” and facilitated the start of the conversation. The average 
duration of telephone/Internet Voice interviews was about 40 minutes. McCracken 
(1998) noted thirty minutes as a minimum for a face-to-face interview. However 
telephone interviews seemed a bit more intensive than the face-to-face interview. The 
interviews were recorded using a Sony-Ericsson K700 smartphone and transcribed 
verbatim (extracts of two interview transcripts are included under Appendix F). During 
the transcription process it was noticed that the answers given were in fact very detailed 
and carried lot of depth, more than what was usually expected of a telephone interview. 
The researcher believes the non-ohstructive role played by him, had a positive effect in 
this regard. Postscripts were written directly after the interview to complement the tape 
recording entailing an outline of the topics discussed and comments on the general 
nature of the interview. A transcript of the interview was emailed to the corresponding 
respondent within a week of the interview. The transcripts were modified and/or 
corrected by interviewees in some cases (Table 3.3) and were sent back to the 
researcher, providing him with the final set of data for the analysis.
3.9 Data Analysis
The raw data of forty-six pages of final transcripts (available in PDF format) were 
available for analysis. Maxwell (2005, p.96) noted that the initial step in qualitative 
analysis is reading the interview transcripts. Rough notes were made while listening to 
the recorded interviews relating the interviewees’ responses to the themes. These notes 
were rewritten and some re-organized while re-reading the modified transcripts. 
Maxwell (2005) pointed out a number of analytical options available to the researcher to 
deal with the data.
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“At this point you have a number of analytical options. These fall 
into three main groups (1) memos, (2) categorizing strategies (such 
as coding and thematic analysis), and (3) connecting strategies 
(such as narrative analysis)” (Maxwell, 2005, p.96)
As described at the beginning of this chapter, the categories relevant to each research 
question have been already identified from the literature review. We use these 
categories as themes and use thematic analysis (Ryan and Bernard, 2003). The data is 
already available in text searchable format. This makes arranging data under thematic 
headings less time consuming than expected.
“Themes are abstract (and often fuzzy) constructs that investigators 
identify before, during, and after data collection. Literature reviews 
are rich sources for themes, as are investigators’ own experiences 
with subject matter. More often than not, however, researches 
induce themes from the text itself.” (Ryan and Bernard, 2003)
3.10 Trustworthiness of the method
Trustworthiness, also termed credibility, is considered an essential part in any 
qualitative research. Silverman (2000) pointed out that the two central concepts in any 
discussion on credibility are ‘validity’ and ‘reliability’ and further stressed the 
importance of low-interference descriptors in interview studies.
“The reliability of interpretation of transcripts may be gravely 
weakened by a failure to transcribe apparently trivial but often 
crucial pauses and overlaps.” (Silverman, 2000, p. 187)
A careful, time consuming transcribing process was followed and interviewees’ 
clarifications and modifications were sought where needed, in order to eliminate errors 
in transcription. The researcher firmly believes that the results represent an accurate 
account of the motivations of OSS developers who participated in the study. The 
researcher is aware that any reader could question the possibility of obtaining same 
results by using a different group of developers from Axis or the developers in a
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different OSS project. The results were presented to an active and experienced member 
of a separate open source project. The observer who has no links with Axis C++, 
confirmed that the results are inline with his own opinion and what he believes are of 
other developers. Therefore the researcher is confident that a similar study on a separate 
OSS groups or developers would produce results similar to this study. Finally, it has to 
be mentioned that a few developers who were willing to participate in this study were 
not considered for interviews, as the time they spent on the project was low compared to 
others. This is likely to have introduced a bias towards developers who spend bulk of 
their time on the project. However it must be noted that based on skills and experience, 
an individual who spend less amount of time could make a more important contribution 
to the project than an individual who spend bulk of his/her time on the project.
The next measure of credibility is the validity. Hamersley (1990) stated, “by validity, I 
mean truth”. Believing a statement to be true when it is not (Type 1) and rejecting a 
statement, which in fact is true (Type2) are the two major errors, which can appear in 
relation to this (Silverman, 2001, p.232). Mason (2002) emphasized the importance of 
the validity of data generation methods.
“Broadly you will be asking how well matched the logic of the 
method is to the kinds of research questions you are asking, and the 
kind of social explanation you are intending to develop.” (Mason,
2002,pl89)
The validity of our study was enhanced by the data generation method. Semi-structured 
format interviews allowed fine-tuning if necessary, for each individual case. By 
requesting the interviewees to correct and modify the interview transcript, a big effort 
was made to eliminate errors. Mason (2002) cited the validity o f interpretation as 
another way to guarantee validity.
“In my view, validity of interpretation in any form of qualitative 
research is contingent upon the “end product” including a 
demonstration of how that interpretation was reached.” (Mason,
2002, p. 191)
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Mason recommended that the researcher make transparent how it is that he/she got to 
the interpretations. The researcher presented the extracts of his analysis and 
interpretation to two senior members of the Axis C++ project. There was a slight 
difference in views on the interpretation of the two. As Mason (2002, pp. 191-194) 
pointed out, this is possible as research subjects (the Axis C++ developers in our case) 
could possess high knowledge about the interpretation of data. According to her, a slight 
difference of views does not necessarily mean that results are invalid.
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4.0 RESULTS
This chapter will first examine the motivations of interviewees, the Axis C++ 
developers, to participate in OSS projects. The second part focuses on exploring 
whether the interviewees display aspects of participation in a social movement. The 
results have been arranged under the themes identified when reviewing literature. The 
motivations of interviewees are organized under intrinsic or extrinsic categories. 
Collective, social, reward motives and collective identification are used as the themes to 
order results for the analysis of social movement aspects in OSS. The researcher’s 
intention is to present the results as developers’ own stories.
4.1 Interviewee demographics
Most of the interviewees were based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Three interviewees were 
from UK, USA and Singapore. Four developers and the project manager were based at 
the Lanka Software Foundation, the main facilitator of the Axis C++ project. The fact 
that interviewees were geographically dispersed, agree with the view that the developers 
in OSS projects are scattered around the world. The project consisted of a project 
manager, who was responsible for initiation and release processes of the software. 
Senior developers were responsible for the development major areas of functionality. 
Junior developers were delegated tasks and worked mostly under the guidance of senior 
developers. However the members seemed to function in a loosely knitted network 
where the interactions among developers were more informal in nature. The locations 
and the specific role of each interviewee is found in Table 3.2
Six interviewees had university education or above. The rest were with high school 
education with some form of computer training disputing the general view that almost 
all developers come from universities. Despite the researchers best efforts only one 
female developer (Nushara) was available to participate in the interviews. This 
coincides with the fact that there is a very low female representation in open source 
communities.
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Figure 4.1 Education
Education
m PhD
■ Masters
□ University 
Graduate
□ Undergraduate
■ High School
The majority of developers were between the ages 20-24. The undergraduate was 19 
years of age and the business manager was the only member who was above 40 yrs.
Figure 4.2 Age Distribution
Age Distribution
M 15-19
□ 20-24
□ 25-29
□ 30-34 
■ 35-39
Employment status of interviewees ranged from student to contract programmer. Out of 
the seven salaried interviewees, four were working for open source firms. A sponsor of 
Axis employed two of these interviewees. Three other salaried interviewees were 
working for commercial software firms and an academic institution.
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Figure 4.3 Employment Status
Employment Status
student 
■ Salaried - OSS
□ Salaried - not OSS
□ Contract
4.2 Exploration of developer motivations
For the interviewees, the reasons for initial involvement in the project seemed to vary. 
Some interviewees got involved when they found a problem with the software. They 
reported the bug and/or posted (to the Axis C++ mailing-list) a fix to the bug that 
impaired the software’s usage. A few joined the project with the intention of enhancing 
its functionality. There were two interviewees who said they were invited to contribute 
to the project by their friends who were already active developers of Axis C++. From 
there they formed a deeper involvement in the project and assumed defined roles within 
the Axis C++ development process. The interviewees cited wide raging reasons that 
persuaded them to continue contributing to the project. These are categorized under 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation categories below.
4.2.1 Extrinsic Motivations
Extrinsic motivation is when someone is motivated by external factors and it drives 
someone to do things for tangible rewards. Our interviews revealed that there is always 
more than one extrinsic motivation factor contributing to the interviewee’s participation 
in the project.
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Table 4.1 Extrinsic Motivations of Interviewees
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Figure 4.4 Representations of Extrinsic Motivations
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As Figure 4.4 shows, developing a better quality software product seemed to be the 
main motivation almost all interviewees shared. In fact the researcher recognizes this as 
having two facets representing two separate project goals. A) maintaining quality of the 
product B) developing a better alternative to the existing solutions in the market. The 
developers seemed to be motivated by producing superior quality code that they proudly 
shared with others. This tends to confirm the view of Weber (2004) that the OSS 
programmers are motivated by the opportunity to develop “solutions that work” (which 
he termed “running code”). Adrian, an academic based in Singapore, emphasised on the 
effort put in to perfect the eode.
“I take a lot of pride writing my code. I know there are other 
people who are most likely to notice the bugs in my programs.
However I test my code again and again before releasing to the 
others, as I take it very personally when someone point to a bug in 
my code” (Adrian)
The results were in line with Weber’s view that the OSS developer is motivated by the 
experience of creating an elegant and clean code. (Weber, 2004) As Weber mentioned 
the premium energy among Axis developers seemed to be creating “cool stuff”, i.e. 
software with better functionality and superior quality. (More views from interviewees
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on the quality and better technology are presented under collective motives in the 
second part of this analysis.)
The fact that only four interviewees mentioned a possible return in terms of money as 
the reason for engaging in OSS indicates that developers do not contribute to OSS 
projects primarily for monetary gains. However it seemed the two senior members who 
cited monetary rewards as motivations had a clear idea of the type of rewards they 
would receive.
"If Axis can challenge the mainstream products (MS .NET etc), the 
big people will definitely try to take us in. It could be that they 
want to hire some of us or incorporate Axis into their core 
business. It’s possible.... Don’t forget VA Linux, SuSe (successful 
OSS ventures) all started small.” (Adrian)
Most of the junior developers seemed to be motivated by career prospects. Junior 
members of Axis Romesh and Dammika were certain that the work in the project would 
enhance their profile and improve their employability.
"True, Axis C++ experience may not carry the same weight as 
having Oracle or Borland (both popular application development 
software) development skills. It’s kind of a niche area. But any 
knowledgeable recruiter will recognise the skills we develop by 
participating in the project. I am sure it will come handy at 
interviews” (Romesh)
Four junior developers, Rizvi, Romesh, Nushara and Dammika, echoed this view. All in 
all career benefits seem to motivate the junior interviewees. Andrew, a senior developer 
at Axis, is a team leader of a software team at his workplace. His employer is a sponsor 
of the Axis project. Andrew believes that his involvement with Axis would be rated at 
his annual appraisal.
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Some interviewees cited the opportunity to enhance their technical skills and personal 
skills. Interestingly, it is mostly the junior developers who cited them as reasons for 
their involvement with Axis. There is some debate as to whether the development of 
technical skills is not the same as the motivation to learn. The researcher sought 
clarifications and elaborations from the interviewees and conclude development of 
technical skills go beyond mere learning about the software itself. As Nushara 
explained,
"What I mean is the ability to learn about the whole development 
process. Let me give you an example. At Axis there is a process 
called the "version control”. For this they use a system called CVS 
(Concurrent Versioning System) running on Linux. I handle the 
CVS server myself and have leant a lot about CVS and Linux. You 
see, that’s more than learning to write software code” (Nushara)
This displays that learning takes place when members of the OSS community interact 
with each other in their daily practice. The results do not indicate learning as the main 
motivator for OSS developers. However it confirms Ye and Kishida’s (2003) theory that 
learning by doing is a motivation for the OSS developer. A similarity is seen here 
between their description of how hackers learn by doing and how interviewees seemed 
to develop their skills in the Axis development process.
“The learners want to deepen their understanding of a certain 
domain by actually engaging in practical tasks that allow them to 
apply their existing knowledge and to perfect their current skills.
By definition, hackers, who are behind almost every OSS systems, 
are people who enjoy “exploring the details of programmable 
systems and how to stretch their capabilities” (Ye and Kishida,
2003)
Four interviewees cited the opportunity to improve their personal skills as a reason to 
participate in the project. This number included three interviewees, who described the 
opportunity to develop their technical skills as a motivation to participate in Axis. The 
personal skills included the ability to work as a part of a team.
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“This is my first time working in a team and I think I’ve learnt 
many things. OK, you can say it’s not like working for a real 
employer. Well, it is to me. It has real deadlines (like in any 
commercial software team) and you learn to work with different 
individuals. I like that.’’(Mark)
The developers are motivated by the opportunity to improve their personal skills, 
capabilities and knowledge (Moody, 2002)
A significant number of interviewees seemed to be motivated by the reputation gained 
by associating with the project. They mentioned the appreciation of their work by peers 
as being very important to them. According to John the positive comments from co­
developers encouraged him to write better code.
“I don’t write code to get noticed. However, I always treat 
other’s (his co-developers) views as important to my work.
That’s a measure of how good your work is. I have to say, if 
your work help build an image for you, take it. That’s a bonus
of writing OSS.” (John)
A few developers seemed to believe that reputation would bring in monetary rewards 
for him/her, especially if he/she gets hired by a firm. Andrew’s view on reputation 
highlighted an element of interdependency. According to him the developer’s reputation 
as an accomplished open source programmer enhances reputation of the firm. He cited
an example where Red Hat Inc. hired one of the leading open source developers.
Having a reputed OSS developer among its ranks enhanced Red Hat’s reputation. 
Andrew’s views could be linked to reputation related motivation factors foimd in 
published literature. First the developer could be motivated to achieve reputation as it 
brings him economic reward (Raymond, 2001). Second, the firm benefiting from 
developer’s reputation confirms the interdependency of reputation in the open source 
supply chain. (Watson, 2005, p. 14; Moody, 2002, p.308)
Almost all the factors of developer motivations discussed in the existing literature were 
visible in the interviews (e.g. Berzakov, 1999; Ye and Kishida, 2003; Lemer and Tirole,
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2000; Weber, 2004). However there were two cases where the interviewees cited 
motivations, which are not found in the literature. First instance was when Souza, a 
senior lecturer in computer science, indirectly use the project as a training facility. He 
delegates some of his work at the project to his undergraduate students as learning 
exercises. Souza tests all software code developed by the students, and he uses the best 
in his work at Axis. He is motivated by the fact that the project is perfect for his day job 
as a teacher as it provides real life programming challenges for his students. Romesh, an 
undergraduate in software engineering, revealed he was motivated to join Axis C++ as 
it was the perfect place to undergo his industrial placement, a requirement of his degree 
programme.
“Axis C++ project is a dynamic work environment. There’s plenty 
of exposure. It’s a bit different from working for other software 
teams. As the Axis code is still young, there are lots of new 
development activities. I learnt a lot and have definitely sharpened 
my C++ (a programming language) skills.” (Romesh)
4.2.2 Intrinsic Motivations
Motivation to engage in interesting, enjoyable or challenging activities is termed 
intrinsic motives. Creative pleasure and enjoyment of providing technical support were 
among the intrinsic motivation factors cited by our interviewees.
Table 4.2 Intrinsic Motivations of Interviewees
Interviewee Fight
against
monopolies
Gift code 
to others
Enjoyment of 
programming
Community
feeling
Providing
technicai
support
Fazli ✓ ✓ ✓
Andrew ✓ ✓ ✓
Souza ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
John ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Adrian ✓
Dammika ✓ ✓
Nushara ✓
Mark ✓ ✓
Rizvi ✓ ✓
Romesh ✓
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Figure 4.5 Representations of Intrinsic Motivations
The interviewees seemed very enthusiastic about the opportunity to provide technical 
support. The Axis C++ user mailing list (axis-c-user@ws.apache.org) is where the users 
post their technical questions. The developers, senior/junior alike tend to provide 
answers to user problems. Adrian himself has contributed to the compilation of the 
User’s Guide of Axis. It seemed he takes a lot of pleasure from providing technical 
assistance.
“Providing support is as important as providing the solution itself.
What is the point of having the best software in world, if you are 
not sure how to use it or can’t find answers when you have a 
problem with it? It’s not only me, but you’ll find many developers 
at Axis who are willing to help the users.’’(Adrian)
According to Adrian a solution could be provided to a typical user problem within 10- 
20 minutes. It was evident that it is not only the senior developers, but the junior 
developers too are motivated to support the other Axis users. On Rizvi’s personal 
website there is an introductory tutorial on Axis C++. He also has a link on his website 
which points to the official Axis development and bug fixes web pages. All these tend 
to confirm the view that the developers in OSS projects take pleasure by providing 
support to others. This signals the presence of the techno-savvy individuals who are
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motivated to support other users in the open source community and agrees with existing 
literature (David and Pfaff, 1998)
Fight against proprietary software monopolies was a motive shared by seven 
interviewees. Souza and Fazli were keen on preventing closed source businesses from 
dominating the web services industry, to which Axis C++ belongs. Andrew and John 
have worked for Axis from the inception. They clearly identified, fighting against the 
dominance of software monopolies as of prime importance to Axis project. All together 
seven interviewees mentioned this factor as one of the goals of the Axis C++ project. As 
John pointed out,
“Axis C++ is a pure open source project. So our goal has to be to 
keep it open source. The project came this far because the source 
code was kept open to everybody. We have to keep an eye for 
closed source business that might try to copy the ideas and patent 
our code. Axis members know the importance of keeping the 
source code open, so if that happens we will react” (John)
John further mentioned about importance of educating everyone using open source 
software on the concept of OSS. He has no problem any firm using the Axis C++ code. 
The project needs to promote the Axis C++ software for more commercial use 
according to John. However the challenge is to protect the source code from any firm 
who might attempt to profit from royalties by patenting the code. He is willing to fight 
against such actions. Other interviewees cited various other reasons to justify the need 
to take on proprietary software firms, especially the software monopolies. (Some of 
these views can be found under the collective motives in the next section of this 
chapter) This confirms the view of Perens (2003) that the OSS community as having 
socio-political motives. A few developers were willing to support any legal action to 
protect the Axis C++ code, from what one interviewee termed patent terrorism by some 
software firms, if required. Weber (2004) pointed out that some developers are 
motivated to support the on going battle against a joint enemy, i.e. any proxy of the 
proprietary software business.
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A significant difference between the literature and the research results was noticed in 
the areas of code gifting and altruism. The published literature (Mcgee and Skageby, 
2004; Hars and Ou, 2001) tends to view altruism as one of the main motivation of OSS 
developers. However the interviews indicated that this factor is present, but not very 
strong in the chosen group of developers. This discrepancy may be due to the fact the 
Axis C++ developers believe that the participation itself is altruistic, therefore a separate 
mention of altruism or code gifting is not necessary. It could be that a larger group 
would have consisted of developers with a wider range of motivation factors, including 
individuals who believed altruism as a main motivation factor for their participation in 
OSS. However Dammika seemed to be motivated by altruism and code gifting.
“The code I write is for anybody and everybody. I write the 
code, someone else benefits. Programming is my hobby and 
what more pleasure can you get from a hobby than that (doing 
something worthwhile)” (Dammika)
On the other hand, there was no evidence to confirm Zeitlyn’s (2003) view, that there is 
a pressure to contribute code, as the group is small. When queried about the same, 
Nushara said,
“I’ve never been pressurised by anyone. I feel it is my duty to 
contribute, as that is how the project moves forward. No one 
has ever asked me for the latest code I developed. All changes 
are saved to a central server, so everybody has access to latest 
code 24/7.” (Nushara)
The researcher believes the lack of mention of altruism is also because the developers 
believe it is implied by the fact that programming is their hobby. Almost every 
developer cited ability to write code to solve new programming problems, as one of the 
main reasons for engaging in the project. Adrian seemed to keep an alert for all 
incoming problems.
“We all get an email alert whenever someone posts a problem 
to the mailing list. Obviously everybody wants to be the one to
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solve it first. More often than not, I am one of the first to fix 
bugs. It could be that I’ve been with the project for long and 
know the code inside out. Anyway, believe me, writing code is 
fun.” (Adrian)
Many others shared the view and Nushara seemed very enthusiastic;
“Before I joined the project, I was not a big fan of 
programming in C++. Most of the time, I used to do it because 
I couldn’t do without it for my studies. Anyway, I’m the 
biggest fan of C++ programming now. It’s so much fun.” 
(Nushara)
Mark, a trainee software engineer, turned to Axis C++ code when he needed a 
distraction from his day job.
“Whenever I feel tired or bored at work, I check the code. I can do 
that, as I am online almost all day. Sometimes when I see a 
problem being discussed on the mailing list, I join in as well. In 
fact I’ve written code for Axis during my work. OK, I didn’t take 
the whole day to do it. Anyway, it was cool” (Mark)
Mark’s action is proof that 'joy is an asset’ for the OSS developer as Raymond (1999) 
suggested. The OSS developers seek the joy of programming. The interviewees’ 
enthusiasm confirms the views (Raymond, 1999; Weber, 2004) that fun and enjoyment 
of programming provide motivation to OSS developers.
Some of the interviewees cited the opportunity to identify themselves with the Axis 
C++ project, as a reason for them to continue to stay with it. Dammika showed a strong 
attachment to the project as he values the feeling of belongingness to the group. This 
view is echoed by Andrew who saw the community feeling as a driver for developers to 
contribute to the Axis project.
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“It’s easy to work with people who share same values. What’s 
important to me seem to be important to everybody else at 
Axis. There’s a strong cohesion. We are like one big family”
(Andrew)
The evidence of group/community feeling being present, as a motivator to participate in 
Axis C++ project, supports the view of Hars and Ou (2003).
“They may treat other members of the community as their kin 
and thus be willing to do something beneficial to others but not 
to themselves.” (Hars and Ou, 2003)
The group identification factor is further discussed under the “collective identification” 
in the next section.
4.3 Exploration of social movement characteristics in the OSS community
In order to identify the social aspects in developer motivations, the results should be 
analysed using the theoretical framework defined in the literature review. The four 
categories for the analysis are collective, social, reward motives (Klandermans, 1984) 
and collective identification (Simon et al, 1998).
4.3.1 Collective motives
Collective motives are the motives associated with achieving collective goals. The 
participant of a social movement is concerned about, when the goals will be achieved 
and whether his actions will contribute to the achievement of the goals. A significant 
observation in the interviews was that almost all interviewees saw the project as heading 
in the right direction. The pace, at which the project is progressing, also seemed to 
satisfy the majority of interviewees.
“I am sure another major version of Axis could be released in the 
near future. You see... (unlike proprietary software) we don’t just 
tweak the current code and release software, so ours is always a 
major release.” (Romesh)
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Many in the project shared his opinion, but some expressed views beyond simply 
putting out the latest code in to the community. John is one of the few original members 
still left with the Axis project. He regarded maintaining quality as more important 
compared to the pace of delivery.
“We can always improve the code and do more releases. However, 
there is no way we can maintain quality if we start doing that. We 
can’t make Axis the best alternative (to proprietary software) this 
way. It’s a compromise between quality and the speed of delivery.
Take Debian (an open source operating system) for example. You 
don’t get the latest features with Debian, do you? But you are sure 
to get less buggy stuff. That’s why I say, quality is what matters.”
(John)
During the analysis of motivations, we observed three main areas of concern for the 
OSS developer in respect to achievement of goals, a) achieving quality, b) fighting 
against proprietary monopolies for software freedom and c) developing new 
technologies. Following figure shows the collective goals identified from the 
interviews.
Figure 4.6 Collective Project Goals
1 0 -1
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Out of the ten interviewees, nine considered maintaining quality as of prime importance 
to the project. This is a clear indication that there is a collective motive towards 
achieving project goals.
Original members of Axis, Souza and Adrian were not satisfied with the less than 
perfect proprietary solutions available at the time. The desire to develop a better 
alternative was the main motivator for them to join Axis. Senior member Fazli also 
seemed to agree that delivering new technologies is very important to project.
“I would be very disappointed if we didn’t deliver anything 
significant to web services. After all, open source is about 
innovation and setting standards. Axis itself is a collaborative 
exercise of innovation. (Fazli)
Fazli further believes that due to the superior technology delivered by open source, the 
future of closed source businesses will not enjoy the same inertia of an established user 
base that they have today. The developers of OSS are engaged in a collective innovation 
process to deliver better technology solutions. Not surprisingly the same group, who 
cited technology concerns as a main reason which pursued them to work with OSS, 
seemed to view the project as a rival to software monopolies. It also seemed that the 
proprietary solution of the software monopoly always came to the picture when they 
measured the progress of Axis. Six developers mentioned weakening the market 
position of the proprietary software monopolies was important to them, both personally 
and as a member of the project. Adrian was critical of the attitude of one proprietary 
business in particular.
“I never liked Microsloth. As I say someone, somewhere will 
someday sink the ugly ship. The way it is going, I am sure we will 
be a small part of it (Microsoft’s downfall).” (Adrian)
Microsloth is a nickname used by Microsoft’s opponents, which is seen as a slow mover 
as far as technology evolution is concerned. John condemned the lawsuits against open 
source by SCO, for alleged copyright infringement, as actions of a vulture firm. 
Andrew’s view was there is a need to defeat firms like SCO as they are in cahoots with
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a larger anti-OSS monopoly (a reference to Microsoft). Fazli, emphasized the 
importance of standing together as a group to protect software freedom.
“To protect and enhance open source concept, developers will have 
to work together. Was it Lenin or Marx who said “communism 
won’t be successful in one country alone”? Open source is bit like 
that. We have to work together with other open source groups as 
well.” (Fazli)
Fazli cited the importance of counter action by open source groups against the action of 
the proprietary businesses to dominate the industry. He pointed out anti-OSS lobbying 
by proprietary software groups, against passing OSS friendly laws by governments of 
France, Germany and Chile etc. According to Fazli it is important that OSS groups 
encourage these governments and other countries to pass bills that would encourage the 
use of open-source software in the public sector. According to him this could be termed 
as political action (beyond the scope of a software development project), but stressed it 
is important to protect OSS projects like Axis C++.
As Klandermans (1984, pl08) pointed out, “a social movement is concerned with 
collective goals and achievement of the goals is the collective motive of the participants 
of the movement.” To this end we find that the goals and motives found among the 
interviewees agree with Klandermans theory of collective motives. We conclude that 
OSS developers display collective motives as the interviewees’ showed strong belief in 
project goals and their attainment.
4.3.2 Social Motives
Here, the attempt is to identify whether what Klandermans categorized as social 
motives, are prevalent in the group of OSS developers we interviewed. Social motives 
in this context, is taken as how important the developers see the reactions of significant 
others (family, friends) to their work in the project. The results show that the views of 
the family and friends of what they do are not as important as Klandermans suggested. 
In fact the opinions of most developers didn’t reflect that they considered how family or 
friends perceive their work as a motivating factor.
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“My mother knows my work is something to do with computers.
My girl friend is a bit more computer literate, but knows only 
about Windows. She is aware I work on this project. What Axis 
C++ is all about, she doesn’t know. So I don’t expect her to 
understand what we attempt to achieve anyway” (Rizvi)
The case of the senior developer was not that much different. Asked how the family 
viewed his work for an OSS project, Andrew said,
“I wouldn’t know whether my wife and family are impressed, or 
not impressed for that matter, by my work at the project. They 
know the term programmer, not necessarily developer. Does my 
working for an open source project mean much to them....? I don’t 
think so...” (Andrew)
One interviewee said their family and friends do not know much about the project or 
open source in general as they all use proprietary software. He in fact termed his family 
and friends “Windows users” highlighting the popularity of proprietary software usage 
among them. Only one interviewee said he often receives good feedback from his 
brother for participating in an OSS project. However it was interesting to find out that 
his brother works for academia where OSS is heavily used.
The results indicated that the developers are more concerned with how the peers view 
their work than how family and friends view it. Peers in this context are the OSS 
programmers inside and outside the Axis C++ project. Project manager Fazli has 
worked in the proprietary software industry as well as with other OSS projects in the 
past. He rates recognition by peers (other OSS developers) as a main inspiration for 
him.
“When we released Axis C++ 1.0 Alpha, there was a news item on 
Slashdot (news site often publishing OSS news). Somehow I 
couldn’t read it then. However when I read it later, I was absolutely 
delighted because it carried many positive comments from 
Slashdot readers (seasoned OSS programmers).” (Fazli)
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This is the same for at least five members of the team. However as discussed in the 
extrinsic motivation category above, it seemed that they purposely seek or are driven by 
positive peer feedback. The problem for the researcher is whether to categorize this 
under social motives.
The theory (Klandermans, 1984, p .I l l )  discusses social motives in relation to family, 
colleagues and direct superiors as significant others. The results in this study did not 
show that the response from family and friends had a substantial influence on the level 
of motivation to participate in OSS. However there was a positive indication that the 
feedback from peer OSS developers had a significant impact on the developer’s 
contribution to the project. According to Klandermans (1984, p i l l )  only the feedback 
alone does not suffice, but the level of importance one assigns to his/her relationship 
with significant others also matters. To this extent we observed the Axis developers 
rated the relationship with other OSS developers as very important. However the 
researcher identified a positive correlation between peer feedback and reputation. 
Reputation and recognition among peers could be considered as a steppingstone towards 
enhancing career opportunities. For example his/her reputation in OSS circles could 
bring better career prospects as senior developer Watson (2005) pointed out.
“A reputation built in open source may lead to rewards in and from 
that economic system, in the form of paid employment.” (Watson,
2005, p. 12)
Therefore the researcher concludes that motivation from positive peer feedback 
displays attributes of reward motives and cannot be categorized solely under the social 
motives.
4.3.3 Reward Motives
A few developers mentioned they get the ability to learn (develop their skills) while 
doing real work at Axis. For these junior developers, this is their first real life 
assignment after university. They were excited about the ability to learn new 
technologies and processes.
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“This is not like doing a university assignment. There are design 
issues, coding issues and then the most challenging; meeting the 
release deadline. When the release date is near, it’s like working in 
the trading floor; there’s a lot of activity. That’s why I like this. It’s 
not all about working with technology. It’s about how to work 
together and deliver as well. I love the fun of all of this.” (Rizvi)
The junior developers were convinced that participating in Axis C++ project would 
improve their job opportunities. Interestingly even Andrew, a senior developer shared 
this view. He pointed out that there is no accepted norm in open source community, 
which prevent him from seeking better career prospects. As he describes his intention to 
leave the project for better opportunities elsewhere, he has preferences about where he 
wants to work.
“Red Hat hired Alan Cox (a British OSS developer, regarded as 
one of the most influential people within the open source 
community), didn’t they? Well... I am no Alan Cox, but I must be 
mad not to accept any good offer from a decent company. However 
I will only work for a firm where I get my freedom, especially to 
continue my work with Axis.” (Andrew)
Payment (or the lack of it) was a concern, but it didn’t seem a major concern for most of 
the interviewees. However they were aware of the future opportunities if the Axis C++ 
achieve the level of industry acceptance which proprietary software like Microsoft 
.NET enjoys. John is aware of some developers’ concern of the lack of monetary gains 
even though he himself is not one of them. He has worked with other projects before 
and is in charge of the business interests of the Axis C++ project.
“Lack of payment is not a problem for now. But am not sure 
whether it’s going stay like that for long. A big part of my job is to 
talk to other companies (commercial establishments) to get them to 
use Axis C++ and also fund the project if possible. That’s one way 
of showing the concerned few, that there is a future (moneywise).”
(John)
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There was another form of career reward apparent in results based on reputation. It is 
not discussed again as it is discussed under 4.3.3 Social Motives. However not all 
motivations related to reward, were concerned with tangible rewards. Many in the 
project saw the fun and enjoyment of programming as a payment for their voluntary 
contribution. Most of the interviewee views on enjoyment could be summarized as 
“writing code is cool” as it provides an emotional reward. Dammika and a few fellow 
interviewees were motivated by the fact that they felt belonged to the project. The 
belongingness was apparent when both junior and senior members (Rizvi, Souza) 
referred to the Axis C++ project as “our” project in the interviews. However the results 
could not provide a firm answer to the question whether belongingness is a reward, the 
developers purposely seek.
The mixed nature of results on reward motives does not allow us to conclude that the 
developers participate in OSS for tangible benefits alone. The lack of payment for their 
work was mentioned by a few developers. However the researcher did not come across 
complaints about the sacrifice of personal time. It could be argued that the developers 
balance the risks and benefits of participation here, as described by Lindenberg (2001). 
The results were pretty much scattered on the expected rewards. Further, a calculated 
approach of risks and benefits could not be observed on interviewees’ decision to 
participate in OSS. Therefore we conclude that results were not sufficient to identify a 
degree of social movement participation as explained by Klandermans (1984)
4.3.4 Collective Identification
One element surfaced from many interviews was the interviewees’ display of 
belongingness. It seemed a number of interviewees proudly identified themselves with 
the Axis C++ project. The researcher observed many similarities between the 
developers’ view of this belongingness and collective identification as described by 
Simon et al (1998). For a few interviewees the association with the project seemed very 
strong.
“I'm glad I’m with Axis C++ team. With the benefits I enjoy with 
the project, I get more of a community feel here and we are a 
strongly knit group. In a way we are good friends as well, though I
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haven’t actually met all other Axis developer in person.” 
(Dammika)
One interesting observation was that the junior developers tended to be less committed 
to other OSS projects than their senior counterparts. Rizvi admittedly developed his 
programming skills writing code for Axis project. He displayed a strong commitment to 
the Axis C++ cause, but he was not very enthusiastic about joining other open source 
projects.
“I don't get involved with other projects, simply because I don’t 
have time. I have other pastimes, so it’s not possible. I will do 
everything possible for Axis C++ and that’s about it.” (Rizvi)
To an extent this is understandable, as this is the first open source project for a number 
of interviewees. However a similarity could be drawn with Souza, a senior developer 
who identified himself only with Axis C++ project. But most senior developers at Axis 
C++ seem to work for other OSS projects. There views displayed a strong alignment 
with the wider OSS community beyond Axis. Adrian was someone who was motivated 
by the future effect of his work on the downfall of software monopolies.
“Working in any OSS project is very exciting to me, especially 
if it has the right direction. I recently did some work with the 
KDE (an OSS desktop) project. The problem is that I don’t 
seem to find any free time, if I do I’d like to work with the 
SAMBA (a leading OSS project) guys in the future.” (Adrian)
John also has connections with other open source projects, therefore showed equal 
commitment to projects outside Axis C++. When enquired about the possibility of other 
individuals benefiting from their code without contributing (the free rider problem), the 
interviewees seemed less concerned about the matter. There seemed to be a certain trust 
among the developers in the project. The only concern seemed to be commercial entities 
profiting from the code by unethical means. As for them even the commercial firms can 
benefit as long as they adhere to the license. A number of interviewees stressed that
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adhering to the Apache Software License- ASL (under which the Axis C++ software is 
distributed) as a prerequisite for anyone using the software.
“There is no problem if other developers benefit from the code.
After all we are members of the same project. We believe if they 
enhance the code, they will release it to us (the members of the 
project) as well. As for firms, as long as they honour the ASL (the 
Axis C++ license), there’s no problem” (John)
It can be observed the group identification is strong because of the trust of each other is 
high in the project Therefore the free rider problem is at a minimum, at least among the 
individual developers. It is noted that the feeling of belonging to a group, which has 
common objectives (i.e. strong collective identification) contributed to minimize the 
free rider problem. As Hars and Ou (2003) explained, sense of belonging makes 
individuals align their goals with those of the community they belong to. Secondly, as 
observed in the first part, the interviewees saw an eminent threat to software freedom 
and the need to react. Simon et al (1998, pp.650-651) describes this as an activist 
identity and this type of collective identification is conducive to participate in a social 
movement. To that end, the results agree with Simon et al. (1998), as the interviewees 
were motivated to commit to the project in order to overcome the threats of opponents 
(i.e. the proprietary software firms).
The results seem to complement the views of existing literature on the existence of 
strong intrinsic motivations among OSS developers. However a mix of extrinsic 
motivations, spread across a broad spectrum, was present in the results. The motivations 
confirmed a strong presence of social aspects in the OSS community. In the next 
chapter we evaluate this in order to find out the implications to individuals and firms 
associated with OSS.
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5.0 DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES
This research study was set out to explore two research questions. Firstly to find out the 
motivations of developers, who participate in open source software projects? Then, by 
analysing of the motives of the developers, to find out whether the OSS community 
display aspects of a social movement. In this chapter, the developer motivations are 
discussed in relation to the published literature. Then the developer motives are 
compared with the motives of social movement participants with reference to a model 
identified in the literature (Hertel et at, 2003; Klandermans, 1984; Simon et al, 1998). 
This comparative analysis is aimed at identifying the similarities between OSS 
community and a social movement. This study confirmed a number of OSS developer 
motivations cited in the existing literature. The results revealed that the extrinsic 
motivations of OSS developers outnumber the intrinsic motivations. However the 
intrinsic motivation factors were shared by a significant number of participants. The 
participants’ views displayed a scattered distribution of extrinsic motivations. Therefore 
it can be said that the intrinsic motivation factors seem to be the strongest among open 
source developers.
Quality and technological advancements were the extrinsic motivations most commonly 
shared by the majority of the developers. Further, seven developers said they were 
motivated to provide technical support, to the Axis C++ user community which is an 
intrinsic motivation. The importance of these findings is for the firms who are hesitant 
to venture out to open source software, especially because of the concerns of stability 
software or the lack of technical support. We observed a strong commitment among 
developers to maintain the quality of the software at a high standard. Developers’ view 
was that the high quality software almost eliminates the need for a comprehensive 
technical support source. However, if required, ample support is available as the 
developers showed a great enthusiasm to solve user problems. Developers enjoy the 
challenge of writing code to solve the problems in the software and also fix the bugs 
reported by the users. To this extent we find the concerns about the OSS technology or 
the strength of support available, as speculative.
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We also found reputation building to be a major reason for developers’ contribution in 
OSS projects. It was clear that reputation among peers is rated higher than other forms 
of reputation (i.e. among family and friends), as far as the OSS community was 
concerned. However we found that some developers identify reputation as carrying 
more benefits than simply bringing about ego gratification. The developers’ views 
reveal that there is a possibility that some developers use reputation as a signalling 
device to make the employers aware of their skills and talents. Employers who seek to 
employ developers of high calibre should take this matter into serious consideration. 
One interviewee pointed out an example of how a firm benefited in more than one way 
by hiring a highly reputed OSS developer. This ensures not only that the employers get 
the services of the best and the influential developers in OSS community, but also that 
the profile of the firm is significantly enhanced by having reputed developers work for 
them.
Interestingly even though our sample consisted of volunteers, certain developers cited 
that they would appreciate some of remuneration for their work in OSS. Previous 
literature tends to underrate the importance of developer motivation related to monetary 
rewards. It could be that a few years ago, the developers balanced the lack of monetary 
rewards with other forms of rewards/gratifications like satisfaction from gifting code. 
However with the increasing commercialization of OSS during the past few years, some 
developers have now started to think about reaping monetary benefits for their work. 
We believe that this could become a key issue in OSS in future, as it could challenge the 
development model based on pure volunteer participation.
We noticed that certain developers’ contributions to OSS were driven by the 
opportunity to develop their programming skills. Further we observed that most 
developers, who were motivated by this factor, also use their participation in the OSS 
projects to develop their personal skills. Majority of developers with career related 
motives were relatively young and have limited working experience. Therefore it is 
understood that they are motivated by the fact that enhancing their skills will result in 
possible future career opportunities. However it seemed OSS developers enjoyed 
programming irrespective of any career or monetary prospects. The, fun o f programming 
seemed to motivate the developers. We suggest that the OSS developers be given
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serious consideration by firms in their hiring processes, based on the observations on 
developers’ commendable working knowledge and high level of enthusiasm.
The developers’ desire to protect the software source code from proprietary claims and 
keep it in the public domain was very clear from the results. To this end the developers 
seemed to be motivated to work towards weakening the position of software 
monopolies. The need to understand the open source license was stressed several times 
during the interviews. Adhering to license terms by firms using the software was 
emphasised to such an extent, that possible attempts by firms to claim the source code 
was termed patent terrorism by one developer. The developers seemed to be alarmed by 
existing lawsuits that could harm the progress of open source. We identify this as a 
challenge to any firm working with open source. According to the terms of the Apache 
Software License - (ASL) (Appendix E), the moment a firm institutes patent litigation 
against any other entity (on the patent infringement of the software source code) on the 
OSS code, the rights granted to the firm under the AFL terminate. As a result the firm is 
alienated from the software project. In addition, any patent claim could bring about 
protest, as the developers view this as hostile action against the OSS community. The 
advice for firms is to be careful about the sensitive issue of licences, when employing 
OSS technologies.
Fighting software monopolies was the clear socio-political motive the researcher 
identified among developer motivations. This seemed to be one of the project goals 
together with developing superior technology and maintaining quality of the software. 
Furthermore the shared view was that the project is heading in the right direction and 
has delivered the results so far. Therefore the goals and developers’ view on goal 
achievement satisfy Klandermans (1984) criteria for collective motives displayed by 
social movement participants. We identified reward motives among the developers 
among both extrinsic and intrinsic motivations to contribute to an OSS project. The 
interviews revealed that there are differences of opinions between the seasoned OSS 
developers and the junior developers.
The senior developers displayed a higher level of understanding of the concept of open 
source and seemed to display strong alignment with the actions of the wider open 
source community. In contrast the junior developers mostly displayed motivations to
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career enhancement and personal empowerment. These differences could be attributed 
to the changes undergone by the open source software in the new millennium, 
especially the active involvement of commercial firms with OSS. The junior members 
seemed to be keen on exploring the opportunities arising from this connection. The 
developers did not seem to think of the time they spent volunteering in the OSS project 
as a personal loss, however sometimes the lack of payment seemed to be a concern. Our 
analysis reveals that for an OSS developer, the benefits of volunteering in OSS projects 
overweigh the risks and losses. We find it difficult to declare the OSS community as 
displaying the reward motive aspect of a social movement (Klandermans, 1984) on the 
results of expected costs, benefits alone.
The views of the significant others (i.e. social motives) seemed to matter a lot to the 
developers. However there was a difference between literature and results obtained on 
whose views matter most to the developers. Klandermans (1984) defined the significant 
others as family, friends and direct supervisors. However we found that the views of 
family and friends on the developers’ involvement with open source mattered very little 
or did not matter at all to the OSS developers. According to our analysis, what is more 
important to the developers is how the peers (i.e. other open source developers) view 
their work. The researcher’s opinion although developers value the views of the 
developers high, that could not be classified in the same line of social motives that 
Klandermans identified. The reason being that the developers’ view positive peer 
opinion as a source of reputation which brings in career prospects. As the study 
confirms reputation is a reward motive, not a social motive.
A result which businesses would be more concerned with lies in the fact that developers 
displayed strong group identification. The developers seemed motivated by the sense of 
belonging they experienced working with other developers and seemed to have aligned 
their goals with that of the project. Especially the senior developers, some of who have 
been involved with OSS for more than ten years, seemed to be motivated to work 
towards the goals of the wider OSS movement beyond the project they are involved 
with now. Our view is that it highlights the existence of collective identification. Their 
willingness to participate in collective protest action, with the broader OSS community 
if required, to protect software freedom is a concern for any business associated with 
open source.
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According to Simon et al. (1998),
“Identification with a broader social category increases one's 
willingness to participate in collective action only to the extent 
that it is transformed into a more politicized form of activist 
identification” (Simon et al., 1998, p.656)
However our deduction from the results is that the developers are prepared not only to 
be identified in politicized form, but also to take collective action even in a militant 
form if required. Our findings revealed strong collective motives and collective 
identification among developers. The results from rewards motives were mixed and 
social motives were not strong. However we believe the results are conclusive enough 
to establish that the OSS developers’ motivations in more than one way display aspects 
participants in social movements.
Finally it is worth noting a couple of other interview findings which would be of interest 
to firms. Interviews findings reveal a number of OSS alternatives (Table) which could 
help firms reduce the capital expenditure on software. According to the developers, the 
products are cheap (free to download in many cases), provide better support and there 
are no annual fees involved. However training might be required in migrating existing 
applications to the respective OSS alternative.
Table 5.1 Open Source alternatives to proprietary software
Category Proprietary Product OSS Alternative
Operating System Microsoft Windows Linux, Free BSD
Office Suite Microsoft Office Open Office, ICOffice
Database Oracle MySQL, Postgresql
Email Client Outlook, Lotus Thunderbird, Evolution
Web Server Microsoft US Apache
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Another interesting point was how to best integrate the open source development model 
with the existing software development and delivery methods of proprietary firms. 
According to a developer experienced with managing proprietary teams, this is a tricky 
task for firms. The problem is that the OSS model is more relaxed and less controlled 
whereas the proprietary development process is based on more controlled formal 
methods. The argument was, as the OSS developers are used to work in a community 
like environment working on less strict deadlines, imposing more controlled IT service 
management frameworks (e.g. ITIL) or project management methodologies (e.g. 
Prince!) on them is going to be very challenging. However this matter and also the 
matter of savings made by deploying OSS alternatives in firms are subject for another 
research.
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6.0 Conclusion
The study was carried out to find developer motivations in OSS and to investigate 
whether OSS community display characteristics of a social movement. Open source 
development still largely depends on volunteer developer contribution. Although more 
and more businesses adopt OSS everyday, they wield little or no control over OSS 
developers. The OSS community has been described as a social movement by previous 
researchers. As members of a social movement are more often than not associated with 
collective action, a study on developer motivations and the social movement 
characteristics are important to any firm involved with OSS. This study started with a 
review of a large quantity of published literature including theories/concepts and also 
views from OSS advocates and critics. The exploration of social movement aspects in 
OSS was carried out by the use of a conceptual model derived in previous literature.
The results indicated that the OSS developers display a wide range of extrinsic 
motivations. However the results complemented the existing literature that the OSS 
developers are driven strongly by intrinsic motivations. The most noted extrinsic 
motivations were on developing better quality software and maintaining its quality, 
which were stronger than the motivation to gain personal rewards. It was also observed 
that developers are highly motivated to provide technical support, which is encouraging 
for firms using OSS. The opportunity to develop technical and personal skills and 
enhance reputation seemed to motivate developers to participate in OSS. The 
developers believed all these will bring in future career benefits. The results also 
revealed how the reputation of a developer could enhance the reputation of the firm 
itself.
The analysis of developer motivations using the conceptual framework, revealed mixed 
results. Strong collective motives and collective identification were observed. However 
the results on social motives were weak. The developers displayed a number of reward 
motives. The presence of strong collective motives and identification is an alarming 
finding in respect of the interests of firms involved in OSS. The developer motivations 
reveal that the OSS community display aspects of a social movement participation. The 
findings reveal that developers were motivated to react aggressively to any violation of 
open source licenses, in order to preserve the idea of open source and prevent the
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unethical profiteering by firms. Therefore the firms should be exercise a prudent 
approach towards the sensitive issue of OSS licenses and be aware of the consequences 
of a possible breach of license.
Due to the time constraints, the researcher only opted to carry out ten interviews. 
Further the majority of the interviewees were located at one geographic location. The 
researcher admits the possibility that a more broad and diversified group of interviewees 
would have resulted in much richer data for the analysis. Further the time spent on 
writing software was used in selecting the final group of interviewees from the initial 
respondents. Due to this, it is possible that a developer more knowledgeable on OSS 
concept was not invited to participate in the interviews. Although there was no apparent 
disadvantage observed in using phone interviews to conduct the interviews, the 
researcher admits more face-to-face interviews would have provided more interaction 
with the interviewees. The study provides the foundation for future qualitative research 
on OSS and any collaborative community venture for that matter. As the field is 
relatively unexplored, there is much scope for further studies to be carried out.
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APPENDIX A 
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Copyright (C) 1989,1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, 
but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and 
change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your 
freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its 
users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's 
software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free 
Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License 
instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General 
Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute 
copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source 
code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in 
new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you 
these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain 
responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you 
must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, 
receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know 
their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this 
license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone 
understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified 
by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is 
not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the 
original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to 
avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent 
licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it 
clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND 
MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by 
the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public 
License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based 
on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: 
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with 
modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is 
included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as 
"you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this 
License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and 
the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on 
the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that 
is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you 
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish 
on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all 
the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any 
other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your 
option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus 
forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or 
work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these 
conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you 
changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in 
part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed 
as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, 
you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most 
ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate 
copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you 
provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these 
conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: 
if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an 
announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an 
announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of 
that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered 
independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not 
apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you 
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, 
the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions 
for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless 
of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work 
written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the 
distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the 
Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution 
medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in 
object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that 
you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source 
code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a 
medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any 
third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source 
distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source 
code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium 
customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute 
corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial 
distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable 
form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making 
modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source 
code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the 
scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a 
special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally 
distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, 
kemel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable mns, unless that 
component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a 
designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same 
place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not 
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly 
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or
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distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this 
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this 
License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full 
compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, 
nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative 
works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, 
by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you 
indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for 
copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the 
recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute 
or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any 
further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not 
responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for 
any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether 
by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, 
they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so 
as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent 
obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For 
example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program 
by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way 
you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution 
of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular 
circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole 
is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other 
property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole 
purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is 
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous 
contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance 
on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or 
she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot 
impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence 
of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by 
patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the 
Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation 
excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries
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not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in 
the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the 
General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to 
the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a 
version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the 
option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later 
version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a 
version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free 
Software Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose 
distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For 
software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free 
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be 
guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free 
software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO 
WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE 
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM 
"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE 
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM 
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME 
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO 
IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO 
MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED 
ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF 
THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR 
LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE 
PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH 
HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX B 
The Open Source Definition
Version 1.9
The indented, italicized sections below appear as annotations to the Open Source 
Definition (OSD) and are not a part o f the OSD.
Open source doesn't just mean access to the source code. The distribution terms of 
open-source software must comply with the following criteria:
1. Free Redistribution
The license shall not restrict any party from selling or giving away the software as a 
component of an aggregate software distribution containing programs from several 
different sources. The license shall not require a royalty or other fee for such sale.
Rationale: By constraining the license to require free redistribution, we eliminate the 
temptation to throw away many long-term gains in order to make a few  short-term sales 
dollars. I f  we didn't do this, there would be lots o f pressure for cooperators to defect.
2. Source Code
The program must include source code, and must allow distribution in source code as 
well as compiled form. Where some form of a product is not distributed with source 
code, there must be a well-publicized means of obtaining the source code for no more 
than a reasonable reproduction cost-preferably, downloading via the Internet without 
charge. The source code must be the preferred form in which a programmer would 
modify the program. Deliberately obfuscated source code is not allowed. Intermediate 
forms such as the output of a preprocessor or translator are not allowed.
Rationale: We require access to un-obfuscated source code because you can't evolve 
programs without modifying them. Since our purpose is to make evolution easy, we 
require that modification be made easy.
3. Derived Works
The license must allow modifications and derived works, and must allow them to be 
distributed under the same terms as the license of the original software.
Rationale: The mere ability to read source isn't enough to support independent peer 
review and rapid evolutionary selection. For rapid evolution to happen, people need to 
be able to experiment with and redistribute modifications.
4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code
The license may restrict source-code from being distributed in modified form only if the 
license allows the distribution of "patch files" with the source code for the purpose of
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modifying the program at build time. The license must explicitly permit distribution of 
software built from modified source code. The license may require derived works to 
carry a different name or version number from the original software.
Rationale: Encouraging lots o f improvement is a good thing, but users have a right to 
know who is responsible for the software they are using. Authors and maintainers have 
reciprocal right to know what they’re being asked to support and protect their 
reputations.
Accordingly, an open-source license must guarantee that source be readily available, 
but may require that it be distributed as pristine base sources plus patches. In this way, 
"unofftcial” changes can be made available but readily distinguished from the base 
source.
5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups
The license must not discriminate against any person or group of persons.
Rationale: In order to get the maximum benefit from the process, the maximum 
diversity o f persons and groups should be equally eligible to contribute to open sources. 
Therefore we forbid any open-source license from locking anybody out o f the process.
Some countries, including the United States, have export restrictions for certain types of 
software. An OSD-conformant license may warn licensees of applicable restrictions and 
remind them that they are obliged to obey the law; however, it may not incorporate 
such restrictions itself.
6. No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor
The license must not restrict anyone from making use of the program in a specific field 
of endeavor. For example, it may not restrict the program from being used in a business, 
or from being used for genetic research.
Rationale: The major intention o f this clause is to prohibit license traps that prevent 
open source from being used commercially. We want commercial users to join our 
community, not feel excluded from it.
7. Distribution of License
The rights attached to the program must apply to all to whom the program is 
redistributed without the need for execution of an additional license by those parties.
Rationale: This clause is intended to forbid closing up software by indirect means such 
as requiring a non-disclosure agreement.
8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product
The rights attached to the program must not depend on the program's being part of a 
particular software distribution. If the program is extracted from that distribution and 
used or distributed within the terms of the program's license, all parties to whom the
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program is redistributed should have the same rights as those that are granted in 
conjunction with the original software distribution.
Rationale: This clause forecloses yet another class o f license traps.
9. License Must Not Restrict Other Software
The license must not place restrictions on other software that is distributed along with 
the licensed software. For example, the license must not insist that all other programs 
distributed on the same medium must be open-source software.
Rationale: Distributors o f open-source software have the right to make their own 
choices about their own software.
Yes, the GPL is conformant with this requirement. Software linked with GPLed libraries 
only inherits the GPL if it forms a single work, not any software with which they are 
merely distributed.
10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral
No provision of the license may be predicated on any individual technology or style of 
interface.
Rationale: This provision is aimed specifically at licenses which require an explicit 
gesture o f assent in order to establish a contract between licensor and licensee. 
Provisions mandating so-called "click-wrap” may conflict with important methods o f 
software distribution such as FTP download, CD-ROM anthologies, and web 
mirroring; such provisions may also hinder code re-use. Conformant licenses must 
allow for the possibility that (a) redistribution o f the software will take place over non- 
Web channels that do not support click-wrapping o f the download, and that (b) the 
covered code (or re-used portions of covered code) may run in a non-GUI environment that 
cannot support popup dialogues.
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APPENDIX C 
Axis C++ Project
Apache Axis is an OSS project for the development of web services. A Web Service is 
programmable application logic accessible using standard Internet protocols and it is a 
mechanism for integrating disparate IT systems and assets, (webservices.org, 2005) A 
Web Service represents a discrete unit of business, application, or system functionality. 
Almost all well-known web services are based on either Java (Sun Microsystems) or 
.NET (Microsoft) technologies. However web services can be developed in other 
technologies like Python, PHP and C++. Apache Axis project aims to create a web 
services development framework in the lines of Microsoft .NET, but which will be 
vendor independent and open source. The Apache Axis software started as a web 
services project at the IBM’s Emerging Technology Division. IBM named the project 
IBM SOAP and was later renamed Apache SOAP, after the Apache foundation took 
over IBM’s project. It has since been rewritten and renamed Apache Axis. Axis C++ is 
an extension of Apache Axis. It provides tools that allow developers to use the popular 
C language to write web services.
Axis C++ is a major constituent (the other is Axis JAVA) of the Apache Axis project 
which works around a committee. Axis C++ is mostly supported by a group of 
volunteers mainly from Lanka Software Foundation (LSF), “a not-for-profit foundation 
based in Sri Lanka, whose mission is to encourage developers to participate in global 
open-source software projects.” (LSF, 2005) Apache Axis is the main project of LSF 
and IBM and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Program (SIDA) 
financially back them. Two local universities and a key government IT Institute provide 
laboratory facilities, while a leading local ISP provides the Internet infrastructure. There 
are few local and international firms providing support by releasing some of their 
developers to work on the project. The project is operated as a typical software project 
with development activities at the heart of the project, therefore a project manager, a 
team leader and senior/junior developers work on the development of the core software 
technology. Interestingly, at Axis C++ there is a business manager to look into the 
possible business opportunities for the project. His role involves promotion of Axis C++ 
at industry events and forming alliances with the industry.
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The developers at Axis C++ collaborate mainly using a mailing list taxis-c- 
dev @ ws. apache, or g ) and other developers outside the project are also welcome to 
contribute by joining the list. According to the Axis C++ members, the benefit of using 
mailing lists over private communication is that the mailing list is a shared transparent 
resource (or a process). Others who use the mailing list can learn from common 
mistakes of the users/developers and as a community they all can grow together. (The 
Apache Software Foundation, 2005) With majority of the developers contributing 
voluntarily. Axis C++ makes an ideal group to conduct our interviews on the research 
topic.
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APPENDIX D
Dear Axis C++ Developers,
I came across this mailing list while carrying out a search in SourceForge on interesting 
and important open source software (OSS) projects. I am an experienced Linux 
administrator and OSS user, currently doing my MBA at the University of Surrey in 
UK. My dissertation topic is on motivation of OSS developers, the social movement 
aspects in OSS and the impact of these factors on businesses engaged in OSS. The data 
gathering method of my study is qualitative interviews and I wish to interview a few 
knowledgeable OSS developers.
I would be very much grateful if you would participate in this study and also help me 
find a few more knowledgeable developers for my research study. I appreciate any 
suggestions you have on my study (especially on the direction, method etc..). I am able 
to conduct telephone or web based interviews, which will take around 20 minutes, at 
your chosen time.
I hope you will assist me in this pure academic exercise and look forward to a positive 
response from you soon.
Thank you,
Supun Athukorale
MBA programme 
School of Management 
University of Surrey 
Guildford, Surrey 
United Kingdom
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APPENDIX E 
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004 
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, 
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by 
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all 
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common 
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the 
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or 
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the 
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity 
exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, 
including but not limited to software source code, documentation 
source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical 
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but 
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, 
and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or 
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a 
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work 
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object 
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the 
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications 
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes 
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain 
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, 
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions 
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally 
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner 
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of 
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" 
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent 
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to 
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, 
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the 
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but 
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise 
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity 
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and 
subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, 
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the 
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, 
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, 
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable 
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their 
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) 
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You 
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a 
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct 
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses 
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate 
as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the 
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without 
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You 
meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or 
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices 
stating that You changed the files; and
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(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works 
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and 
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, 
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its 
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must 
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained 
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not 
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed 
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or 
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, 
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and 
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents 
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and 
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution 
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside 
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided 
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed 
as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and 
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions 
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or 
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, 
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with 
the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, 
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work 
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of 
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify 
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed 
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade 
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, 
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the 
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or 
agreed to in writing. Licensor provides the Work (and each 
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the 
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any 
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, 
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, 
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly 
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be 
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, 
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a 
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the 
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, 
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all 
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor 
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing 
the Work or Derivative Works thereof. You may choose to offer, 
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, 
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this 
License. However, in accepting such obligations. You may act only 
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf 
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" 
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 
identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http ://www. apache. org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or 
implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.
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APPENDIX F 
Extracts from Interviews
1) Adrian -  Senior Developer
Researcher: Hello Adrian. Good afternoon to you!
Adrian: Good afternoon, Iranga. You OK?
Researcher: I’m fine... Thanks. (Smiling) Technically, it is still good
morning here.
Adrian: (smiling) Oh sorry. I’ve totally forgotten the time difference...
Researcher: No big deal.... happens to me all the time.
Adrian: Iranga, if you don’t mind, shall we get down to business straight away. I
am supposed meet some gentlemen in about 45 minutes.
Researcher: Not a problem... I promise it won’t take anymore than 30 minutes....
First of all, let me thank you agreeing to participate in the interview and 
assist me in my work.
Adrian: That’s OK, Iranga. I must admit that I only read your email once and it
was also some time ago. So... would you be kind enough to brief me 
again.... a bit on the purpose (of the research) and perhaps how far 
you’ve gone since that last email?
Researcher: Sure, but before we proceed, I want to make sure you hear me clearly?
SKYPE (the Internet Voice system - used as the communication media 
for the interview) seemed a bit slow this morning, that’s what I want to 
check
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Adrian: No problems at this end. I can hear you clearly.
Researcher OK, that’s good... Now, briefly... what I am trying to find out are the
reasons, I mean motivations, for developers to contribute to open source 
projects like Axis. However, in my research, I also try to establish 
whether there is an element of social movement participation here.... 
and if so, my attempt is to explore how that affects the businesses 
engaged in open source.
Adrian: So have you done any other interviews so far...
Researcher: Yes, I’ve done a few.
Adrian: Then you must have interviewed Souza and Fazli in Colombo?
Researcher: Sorry Adrian, I cannot reveal any names here. Sorry...
Adrian: That’s OK, Iranga, I don’t expect you to.
Researcher: Thanks. If I may say so, same applies to this interview. As I wrote in my
email, I guarantee the confidentiality of the interview and anonymity. If 
you are not happy with how I conduct the interview or if you don’t wish 
to answer any question, please tell me.
Adrian: I understand, Iranga. Personally, I don’t worry about these things. But as
you know, I am part of the project and everybody knows me there, I 
think anonymity is important because of that.
Researcher: That is exactly what it is. Anyway, as a formality. I’ve got
something more to say.
Adrian: Go on then...
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Researcher: The data I collect here is used for my MBA dissertation and that only.
As you know that is a purely academic exercise.
Adrian: Sure, is there any chance that we’ll be able to see your results? I mean,
any plan to publish it on a website or something?
Researcher: Some others have asked me the same question. I promise. I’ll check with
the university about that.
Adrian: Okay, fair enough...
Researcher: OK, then, if you are ready? Let’s start... As I said, feel free to talk about
anything and everything. Also, you are free to stop the interview at 
anytime.
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2) Nushara -  Junior Developer
Researcher: What do you gain by working in the project?
Nushara: Mmm... (thinking) knowledge and experience I guess.
Researcher: Did you mean gaining skills and experience in things like Axis C++ and
C++ in general?
Nushara: That too. But, that’s the technical side, isn’t it? I was talking about
overall knowledge and experience of things.
Researcher: Can you elaborate more?
Nushara: What I mean is the ability to learn about the whole development process.
Let me give you an example. At Axis there is a process called the 
“version control”. For this they use a system called CVS (Concurrent 
Versioning System) running on Linux. I handle the CVS server myself 
and have leant a lot about CVS and Linux. You see, that’s more than 
learning to write software code.
Researcher: Well, that sounds technical to me...
Nushara: You are right. But, what I wanted to say is, it’s more than writing
programs. How do I explain it....(pause thinking). If I say, it’s not
one dimensional, do you get it?
Researcher: Sorry, what is not one dimensional?
Nushara: The knowledge I gain here.
Researcher: I think I get it now...It seems, knowledge is what you are here
for?
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Nushara: Well... I didn’t say that. I enjoy working here.
Researcher: OK....What do you enjoy most about the project?
Nushara: (Thinking..) Writing programs, yeah definitely. That’s the thing with
programming, isn’t it? You think it’s too hard and boring. But, after you 
write the a few modules (functions or codes -  essentially sets of lines in 
a computer program), suddenly you find it’s all very cool.
Researcher: That’s very interesting...
Nushara: To tell you, before I joined the project, I was not a big fan of
programming in C++. Most of the time, I used to do it because I couldn’t 
do without it for my studies. Anyway, I’m the biggest fan of C++ 
programming now. It’s so much fun.
Researcher: Can I ask you a question on a different note...
Nushara: Okay. Nothing personal I hope.... (smiling..) (overlaps)
Researcher: (overlaps) Oh no. (smiling..) This is all academic as I said
earlier.
Researcher: How do the people close to you view the work?
Nushara: Family? I think they are proud. Mainly, because I work in a
field dominated by men (smiling)
Researcher: What I want to find out is how they view your involvement
with open source?
Nushara: How my family sees it?....
Researcher: Yes, family and friends.
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Nushara: I don’t think my family has much idea about open source. As
you know, popularity wise open source is still way behind 
Windows. Besides they (family) are not very computer literate.
Researcher: What about friends?
Nushara: Again, my close friends are all average computer users and
they don’t know much about open source. Some of them seem
to have heard about Linux and that’s about it. Others....
(thinking) Mmm.... the only people I know who understand my 
work and open source are my colleagues at Axis,
Researcher: Is it important for you that they have a positive view of your
work, especially your involvement with an open source
project?
Nushara: I don’t think it is very important. As you might also know, it is
not a major issue for a programmer. However, it would be great 
if they will someday appreciate the fact that I am an open 
source developer. It took me more than a year to know what 
open source really is. I think, it will take some years for them 
(before they understand the OSS concept). Not sure whether 
they’ll bother, (smiling....)
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